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Abstract
Advanced economies feature complicated networks that connect households, firms, and
regions. How do these structures affect the impact of fiscal policy and its optimal targeting? We study these questions in a model with input-output linkages, regional
structure, and household heterogeneity in MPCs, consumption baskets, and shock exposures. Theoretically, we derive estimable formulae for the effects of fiscal policies
on aggregate GDP, or fiscal multipliers, and show how network structures determine
their size. Empirically, we find that multipliers vary substantially across policies, so
targeting is important. Beneath these aggregate effects are large spatial and sectoral
spillovers from policies directed to any one firm or household. However, virtually all
variation in multipliers stems from differences in policies’ direct incidence onto households’ MPCs. Thus, while the distributional effects of fiscal policy depend on the
detailed structure of the economy, maximally expansionary fiscal policy simply targets
households’ MPCs.
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1.

Introduction

Economic shocks present policymakers with the challenge of designing stimulus programs
to alleviate economic distress. Most recently, the United States Congress has adopted three
common forms of stimulus: undirected transfers (stimulus checks), targeted transfers (expanded unemployment insurance benefits), and targeted spending (industry programs, such
as for the airlines). This wide range of alternative policies draws attention to questions that
policymakers face during every major recession. Which forms of fiscal stimulus are the most
effective, whom do they help, and how should they be targeted?
These questions are complicated by the rich networks that make up present-day economies.
Economic linkages – through supply chains, regional trade, and heterogeneous employment
and consumption relationships – prevent a fiscal planner from conducting policy one household, industry, or region at a time. Rather, policymakers must consider the cascades of expenditure they set off, as expenditures in one industry and region reach not only its workers
but also others in its supply chain, those at firms where workers spend their marginal income,
and so on. While economists have studied these linkages theoretically (see e.g., Miyazawa,
1976; Baqaee and Farhi, 2018; Woodford, 2020; Guerrieri, Lorenzoni, Straub, and Werning,
2020), their quantitative importance and policy relevance is not well understood.
This paper provides a new, semi-structural approach that uses micro-data to quantify the
role of these interconnections in determining fiscal multipliers at the macroeconomic level.
The first part of our paper provides a theory of how two key policy instruments – government
purchases and fiscal transfers – propagate through supply chains, employment linkages, and
the directed MPCs of heterogeneous households. While these channels interact in complex
ways, we show how to decompose all of their interactions into three distinct effects, on top
of a baseline representative firm and agent Keynesian multiplier.
The second part of the paper takes this decomposition to the data and documents three
key empirical findings. First, fiscal multipliers vary widely across different government purchase and transfer policies, so targeting is important. Second, there are large spatial and
sectoral spillovers from fiscal expenditures, so understanding the network structure of the
economy is essential for quantifying the distributional impacts of fiscal stimulus. Third, all
heterogeneity in fiscal multipliers can be explained by the heterogeneous incidence of fiscal
shocks onto households with different MPCs, whose particular patterns of consumption are,
by contrast, irrelevant. As a result, maximally expansionary fiscal policy in a widespread
recession simply targets high-MPC households, as in much simpler models. This MPC targeting is not only fairly simple, but also quantitatively important: For small stimulus policies,
it results in twice as much policy amplification as untargeted, GDP-proportional purchases.
1

We study our motivating questions in a semi-structural, general equilibrium model of a
demand-deficient economy. On the household side, we allow for heterogeneity in both the
magnitude of households’ MPCs and their direction toward different goods. On the firm
side, we allow for many sectors and regions, linked to one another through an arbitrary
input-output structure. Finally, we allow for any pattern of household employment across
the various firms, generating heterogeneous household income processes. Within this rich
setting, we study a rationing equilibrium where wages are sticky and demand is deficient.
Labor is therefore rationed, meaning that households can lie off their labor supply curves
and be involuntarily un(der)employed. This assumption, as well as a focus on the case where
an effective lower bound binds, makes our model applicable to severe recessions.
The various microeconomic interconnections between households complicate the transmission of fiscal shocks into output. Our first result tracks these linkages in a generalized
Keynesian income multiplier that expresses the change in the vector of first period output
across industries and regions in response to a partial equilibrium shock to final demand. First,
the input-output network translates shocks to final demand into changes in the production
of each sector. Second, a rationing function captures how those changes in production translate into changes in labor income for each household. Finally, a matrix with the magnitude
and direction of household MPCs across goods maps these changes in household income
into changes in their demand across industries and regions. This loop repeats ad infinitum,
generating our expression for the heterogeneity-adjusted multiplier.
Despite this complexity, we show that the total effect of any fiscal policy on aggregate
GDP – or its fiscal multiplier – can be decomposed into three distinct effects on top of a
baseline Keynesian multiplier that would exist in a model without heterogeneous agents and
industrial linkages. First, the incidence effect captures that policies with direct incidence
onto higher-MPC households change GDP by more. Second, the bias effect captures the
additional amplification that occurs when households directly affected by the policy disproportionately direct their marginal spending toward goods produced by higher-than-averageMPC workers. Third, the homophily effect captures the additional amplification that occurs
when high (low) MPC households direct their spending to other high (low) MPC households, for instance due to geographic concentration. The magnitudes of these three effects
are a function of the underlying structure of the economy – we show that economies with
higher MPCs and/or labor shares have higher multipliers and economies with less connected
input-output networks have more dispersed multipliers.
In order to understand which features of the economy contribute to shock amplification
and to gauge the quantitative importance of targeting fiscal policy, the second part of the
paper takes our model to the data. We combine several public-use datasets describing 50
2

US states (plus DC), 55 sectors, and 80 demographic groups to estimate three key empirical
objects: the regional input-output matrix describing the input-use requirements of every
industry-region pair; the rationing matrix describing how much each demographic-region
pair’s income changes in response to a one dollar change in production of each industryregion pair; and the directed MPC matrix describing how much each demographic-region
pair consumes from each industry-region pair at the margin.
By combining these estimated matrices with our derived expressions for the generalized
income multiplier, we uncover wide variation in government purchases and transfers multipliers depending on where in the economy a fiscal shock originates – our estimates imply
that a dollar of purchases from the sector-region with the highest multiplier leads to twice as
much amplification as spending that same dollar on a GDP-proportional basket of goods. We
find that virtually all of the difference in multipliers is driven by differences in the incidence
of the shock onto households with higher or lower MPCs, and that households’ patterns of
directed consumption across sectors and regions do not contribute meaningfully to multipliers, implying that the bias and homophily effects are close to zero. We find that the large
heterogeneity in shock incidence is driven primarily by dispersion in MPCs in the population
and the sorting of workers of different types across sectors and regions. Despite the fact that
only the incidence of a shock matters for its effect on aggregate output, all dimensions of
heterogeneity shape the distribution of this output across households, industry, and space. In
particular, the structure of our model allows us to quantify the extent to which government
purchases and transfers directed toward any one US state spill over across state lines.
These empirical results have sharp implications for the targeting of fiscal policy. First,
consider a planner concerned only with aggregate underemployment. Our empirical finding
on the irrelevance of directed household consumption for multipliers (i.e. the lack of bias
and homophily effects) implies that the total multiplier of any fiscal shock depends only on
its incidence onto households with higher or lower MPC. Thus, MPC targeting is optimal.1
We illustrate the importance of this targeting by replicating a CARES-like transfer policy in
the model: Our estimates suggest that government transfers of one thousand dollars to each
employed worker would increase GDP by 69 cents per dollar spent, whereas transfers of two
thousand dollars to each worker with above-median MPC would increase GDP by 96 cents
per dollar spent. Second, consider a planner addressing a recession where underemployment
is concentrated on certain demographic groups and regions. While this heterogeneity com1

For fiscal transfers, this amounts to transferring money to those workers with the highest MPCs. Targeting government purchases is more complicated, as the planner hopes to allocate spending so as to affect
the workers with the highest MPCs, which requires knowledge of the input-output network (as in Baqaee
(2015)) and the labor rationing process, both of which shape how changes in demand affect the income of
workers.
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plicates policy design, our detailed estimates of demand spillovers still allow us to compare
various forms of targeting. Using estimates from the Great Recession, we show that targeting government purchases according to the combination of MPCs and labor wedges achieves
the bulk of the available gains.
Finally, we use the structure of our exercise to provide theoretical results and counterfactual simulations that explore how the distribution of multipliers may vary across
economies and across time within the US. We first construct a counterfactual economy
with no input-output linkages, finding that while this does not affect the amplification of
a GDP-proportional shock, rich IO connections do tighten the distribution of multipliers
across industry-regions. Second, we consider the general decrease in sectoral labor shares
between 2000 and 2012, finding that this decreases the multiplier of shocks to most, but
not all, industry-region pairs. Third, we show that a “hollowing-out” of the labor income
distribution within occupations has negligible effects on fiscal multipliers, but that rising
income inequality could affect the distribution of multipliers if it were to change average
MPC levels or shift workers across states and industries.
Related Literature This paper integrates many dimensions of heterogeneity, each studied independently throughout the literature. This allows us to quantify which features of
advanced economies matter for which macroeconomic questions.
On the one hand, suppose that a researcher is interested solely in understanding the
response of aggregate GDP to fiscal policy. Our results suggest that accounting for heterogeneous incidence is the only important margin to consider. Thus, our results echo
recent work that stresses amplification of shocks that load more heaving onto households
with higher-than-average MPCs (Werning, 2015; Kaplan, Moll, and Violante, 2018; Auclert,
2019; Patterson, 2019; Bilbiie, 2019), and the role of input-output linkages in distributing
the incidence of shocks on various industries throughout the economy (Long and Plosser,
1987; Gabaix, 2011; Acemoglu, Carvalho, Ozdaglar, and Tahbaz-Salehi, 2012; Baqaee and
Farhi, 2019; Rubbo, 2019; Bigio and La‘O, 2020).
On the other hand, we find that accounting for regional trade and the direction of consumption (in particular its within-region bias) – factors recently emphasized by Farhi and
Werning (2017), Caliendo, Parro, Rossi-Hansberg, and Sarte (2018), and Dupor, Karabarbounis, Kudlyak, and Mehkari (2018) – does not contribute in a quantitatively meaningful
way to the aggregate GDP impact of shocks. However, such features are critical for understanding the distribution of the impact of shocks across households, industries, and space.
Our reduced-form approach to integrating these elements is similar methodologically to
Auclert, Rognlie, and Straub (2018), who focus on intertemporal aspects of fiscal stimulus,
while we study heterogeneity within a single period. This emphasis on cross-sectional het4

erogeneity echoes earlier work in the regional accounting literature, for which we provide a
formal microfoundation (Miyazawa, 1976).
The theoretical part of our paper relates most closely to Baqaee (2015). As we do in this
paper, Baqaee emphasizes that shocks to an industry affect not only the factors employed in
that industry but also those used in producing its inputs, motivating a “network adjustment”
to the labor share of each industry. In more recent work, Baqaee and Farhi (2018) develop rich
macroeconomic models featuring these channels as well as endogenous prices and markups.
By abstracting away from price movements, we are able to precisely characterize – as well
as empirically assess – the channels through which economic linkages affect aggregate shock
propagation and how these matter for optimal stimulus policy.2
Lastly, this paper also adds to a large empirical literature estimating multipliers from
fiscal shocks. Our structural estimates complement reduced-form empirical estimates of
open-economy multipliers – we calibrate an aggregate purchases multiplier of 1.30, which is
somewhat smaller than, but within the established confidence intervals of, those in Ramey
(2011), Nakamura and Steinsson (2014), Chodorow-Reich (2019) and Corbi, Papaioannou,
and Surico (2019). We moreover highlight that depending on the sector or state receiving
stimulus, fiscal multipliers range from 1.1 to 1.6, offering a lens through which disparate
estimates in this literature can be rationalized. Recent empirical work has also explored
spatial spillovers arising from fiscal policy (see e.g. Feyrer, Mansur, and Sacerdote, 2017; Cox,
Müller, Pasten, Schoenle, and Weber, 2019; Auerbach, Gorodnichenko, and Murphy, 2020).
Consistent with this evidence, we estimate that approximately 44% of the total change in
GDP resulting from a government purchase in one state occurs in other states. Moreover, our
structural approach uncovers the distinct channels through which these spillovers operate.
Outline The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 introduces the model and
defines the rationing equilibrium. Section 3 derives and analyzes the generalized multiplier.
Section 4 introduces the data and methodology we use to estimate the generalized multiplier.
Section 5 studies the estimated distribution of fiscal multipliers. Section 6 explores the
implications of these findings for the design of fiscal policy. Section 7 explores the stability
of these conclusions across economies and over time. Section 8 concludes.
2

Our paper relates closely to several concurrent papers, motivated by the Covid-19 pandemic, that explore
the effects of fiscal and monetary policy when shocks are heterogeneous across sectors. Woodford (2020)
shares the theoretical insight that transfers multipliers vary depending on targeting. Guerrieri et al. (2020)
show that the effectiveness of fiscal stimulus in response to supply shocks depends critically on the direction
of marginal spending, meaning that government spending is less effective when the sectors employing the
higher-MPC workers are shut down. Similarly, Baqaee and Farhi (2020) find, in a model with networks and
nominal rigidities, that disparate demand and supply shocks blunt the power of aggregate demand stimulus
policies. We differ from these recent papers in our precise decomposition of deviations from the Keynesian
case and our focus on calibrating sufficient statistics in order to demonstrate which features of the economy
are empirically important for shaping the distribution of multipliers.
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2.

The Model and Rationing Equilibrium

To understand the propagation of fiscal policies, we build a semi-structural model with
labor rationing. In the model, a continuum of heterogeneous households interact in a competitive, multi-sector, multi-region economy over two periods. Our main assumption is that
due to sticky wages and a binding ZLB, labor markets cannot clear on price. Instead, labor
is rationed to involuntarily underemployed households in the first period rather than freely
supplied at a market-clearing wage.3
Apart from our focus on the rationing of deficient labor demand, we remain agnostic to
much of the economy’s structure. We allow for a rich class of borrowing-constrained and
even non-optimizing households, a general constant-returns-to-scale input-output structure,
and very flexible labor rationing. Our model is rich enough to capture many dimensions of
household, industrial, and regional heterogeneity, but sufficiently tractable to deliver equations that we later bring directly to the data.
In Appendices D.1 and D.3, we respectively allow for imperfect competition and arbitrarily many time periods and show that suitably modified versions of all of our main results
continue to hold.

2.1.

Model Primitives and Rationing Equilibrium

The economy consists of a unit measure of households with types n drawn from a finite
set N , each of mass µn ą 0, and a finite number of firms i P I. N can capture demographic
factors such as age, sex, and race as well as location of residence, and I can capture both
the sort of good and its location. Households and firms respectively supply and demand a
homogeneous labor factor in order to produce goods over two periods t P t1, 2u.
First period nominal wages w1 are fixed due to binding downward wage rigidity and
nominal interest rates ι are fixed due to a binding lower bound. In addition, we assume
nominal wage inflation is fixed.4 As a result, the first-period labor market cannot clear
on prices. Instead, labor is rationed to households and firms by a non-price mechanism
that determines realized labor supplies and demands as a function of preferred supplies
and demands. While we are intentionally agnostic about the fine details of this “rationing
function,” we focus on the case of deficient demand for labor. We model this by assuming
that firms’ labor demands are unconstrained, whereas households take their first-period labor
3

In Appendix B, we provide a more explicit microfoundation for rationing equilibrium.
It suffices to assume that—while one remains in a recessionary environment with deficient demand—fiscal
policy does not affect households beliefs about inflation.
4
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supply – which is determined completely by firms’ labor demands – as given. We offer a
detailed microfoundation of this rationing process in Appendix B.
As first and second period wages are fixed, we normalize each to one, i.e. wt ” 1.5 We
w1
t
t
denote the real interest rate by r “ w
2 ι and denote by p “ tpi uiPI the vector of prices in
period t. Note that r is exogenously fixed because wages and the nominal interest rate are.
Given prices, a representative producer of each good i in each period t demands labor Lti
and a vector of inputs Xit “ tXijt ujPI to maximize profits with a CRS production function
Fit .
pXit , Lti q P arg max pti Fit pX, Lq ´ pt X ´ L

(1)

X,L

Each household n’s labor supply in the first period is then determined as a function of
the vector of firm-specific labor demands L1 “ tL1i uiPI . This rationing occurs without regard
for household labor supply preferences.
µn `1n “ Rn1 pL1 q

(2)

Although we remain agnostic to the details of labor assignment, we assume the rationing
ř 1 1
ř
function assigns labor supply so as to exactly meet labor demand, i.e.
Rn pL q “ L1i .
nPN

iPI

Taking not only prices but also first-period labor supply as given, each household n
chooses a second-period labor supply `2n and vectors of first- and second-period consumption
ctn “ tctni uiPI . For most of the paper, we remain agnostic to the nature of household behavior
– simply specifying Marshallian demands and supplies – except for that we impose that those
demands satisfy a life-time budget constraint that incorporates lump-sum taxes τn “ pτn1 , τn2 q
and that households consume out of net first period income h1n “ `1n ´ τn1 .6
ctn “ ctn ph1n , τn2 q
p 1 c1 `

`2n “ `2n ph1n , τn2 q

p 2 c2
τ2
`2
` τn1 ` n “ `1n `
1`r
1`r
1`r

(3)

For the policy analysis in Section 6, we further assume that these Marshallian demands are
derived from standard utility maximization with additively separable preferences over con5

The former is a price normalization; the latter is a normalization on the size of a unit of labor supply.
While we prove versions of all results in the general case where household behavior depends independently
on `1n and τn1 , the assumption that they enter additively simplifies the exposition of the main text by equating
the MPC out of first-period labor and transfer income. This rules out complementarities between labor supply
and consumption, but is consistent with any utility function that is additively separable in consumption and
labor supply. It also rules out certain behavioral interpretations, such as mental accounting of the sort
studied by Lian (2019).
6
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sumption and labor supply subject to the budget constraint as well as a borrowing constraint
in the form of minimum savings sn .
`
˘
p`2n , c1n , c2n q P arg max u1n pc1 q ´ vn1 p`1n q ` βn u2n pc2 q ´ vn2 p`2 q
`2 ,c1 ,c2

p 2 c2
τ2
`2
` τn1 ` n “ `1n `
1`r
1`r
1`r
1
1 1
1
`n ´ p c ´ τn ě sn

s.t p1 c1 `

(3’)

for some time-and-household-specific consumption utility functions utn , labor disutility functions vnt , and subjective discount factors βn .
In addition to levying lump-sum taxes τnt on households, the government purchases Gti
units of each good i P I subject to running a balanced budget over the two periods.
ˆ
ÿ

µn

τn1

nPN

τ2
` n
1`r

˙
“ p1 G1 `

p2 G2
1`r

(4)

Finally, goods markets and the second period labor market clear.
Fit pXit , Lti q “

ÿ
jPI

Xjit `

ÿ

µn ctni ` Gti ,

ÿ
iPI 2

nPN

L2i “

ÿ

µn `2n

(5)

nPN

A rationing equilibrium is therefore defined as follows:
Definition 1. A rationing equilibrium is a profile of prices and quantities
tpti , `tn , ctn , Lti , Xijt utPt0,1u,nPN,i,jPI that satisfy conditions (1) – (5).
In Appendix C.1, we provide mild technical assumptions that guarantee that an equilibrium exists and that prices are determined independently from demand, a non-substitution
theorem.7 As we do not consider supply shocks in the main text, we now normalize the units
of consumption goods so that pti “ 1 for all t P t1, 2u, i P I. This does not stem from an
assumption that prices are sticky, but rather follows from that wages are sticky and prices
are technologically determined as a function of wages, by the non-substitution theorem.8
Finally, several of our results describe the impact of fiscal shocks on the vector of sectorlevel value added,
(6)
Yit ” Fit pXit , Lti q ´ 1T Xit ´ Lti .
7

The latter is a consequence of the fact that we have a single labor factor.
Indeed, in Appendix A we consider the case of supply shocks, under which prices do move, underscoring
that we have not assumed that prices are sticky but rather that they are technologically determined.
8
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2.2.

Interpreting the Model

The main assumptions that justify our focus on rationing – a binding a zero lower bound
on nominal interest rates and downward nominal wage rigidity – have strong empirical support in the context of economic downturns in the United States. Indeed, a zero lower bound
on nominal rates has constrained monetary policy in the United States and Europe for much
of the last decade, particularly during recessions. A wide empirical literature documents that
wages in the United States – both for incumbent workers and new hires – exhibit downward
nominal wage rigidity, responding extremely little to both aggregate output and unemployment (Solon, Barsky, and Parker, 1994; Grigsby, Hurst, and Yildirmaz, 2019; Hazell and
Taska, 2019).
At the same time, it is important to note that fixed intertemporal prices are inessential
for our results on optimal targeting of fiscal policy. In particular, if monetary policy and
wages respond to aggregate output (and not more disaggregated output), our results still
recover the optimal (least cost) way of obtaining a given level of stimulus to aggregate output.
Concretely, this is because the effects on real interest rates are common to all policies that
cause identical aggregate stimulus, making these effects irrelevant for comparing the relative
fiscal cost of such policies.
In addition to its explicit rigidity assumptions, our baseline model also implicitly rules out
relative wage adjustments by assuming that workers supply a single, homogeneous labor factor.9 While our analysis relies on the absence of relative wage changes, our microfoundation
of this feature is not essential. In fact, we show in Appendix B.3 that our model is equivalent to one with many labor factors differentiated by state and sector, so long as there is
downward pressure on all wages, all wages are downwardly rigid, and relative wage-inflation
expectations are sticky. Downward pressure on all wages is an appropriate assumption given
our focus on severe economic downturns. Hazell and Taska (2019) document that downward
wage rigidity is not merely an aggregate phenomenon, but exists across occupations, wage
quartiles, and firm sizes.
Given that neither intratemporal nor intertemporal prices can adjust, markets must clear
through a form of rationing. Our emphasis on labor market rationing rather than product
market rationing reflects the empirical reality of widespread underemployment during recessions and follows a rich intellectual tradition in Keynesian macroeconomics stretching back
to Patinkin (1949), Clower (1965) and Barro and Grossman (1971). Indeed, the key idea
that price rigidities or other frictions may cause a household to lie off its labor supply curve
9

By the non-substitution theorem, prices are pinned down by wages, so ruling out relative wage adjustments in turn rules out intra-temporal price adjustments.
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is a staple of many modern macroeconomic approaches to understanding involuntary unemployment and the business cycle, with our exact formulation via a rationing function being
closest to that employed by Werning (2015).10

3.

The Generalized Multiplier

Within this setting, we explore the general equilibrium impact of shocks to government
purchases and transfers. Our goal is to derive an expression for the generalized Keynesian
income multiplier that maps the effect of shocks in partial equilibrium to their general equilibrium impact. This is both of independent interest for understanding shock propagation
and also a key step in understanding the efficacy of fiscal policy. Importantly, we derive a
representation of the generalized multiplier in terms of sufficient statistics that clarify the
role of network structure in the macroeconomy, and that we later take to the data to study
implications for the design of fiscal policy.

3.1.

The Generalized Fiscal Multiplier in a Networked Economy

Our main results express the economy’s general equilibrium responses to fiscal shocks as a
function of their partial equilibrium effect on goods demand before incomes have been allowed
to adjust. The first-period partial equilibrium effect of a shock to government purchases or
transfers is given by:
BY 1 “ dG1 ´ Ch11 µdτ 1 ` Cτ12 µdτ 2
(7)
where here BY 1 and dG1 are length-I vectors and Ch11 and Cτ12 are I ˆ N -dimensional
matrices of directed MPCs out of first period net income and second period transfers, with
pi, nq entries corresponding respectively to BhB1 c1ni ph1n , τn2 q and BτB 2 c1ni ph1n , τn2 q. These and all
n
n
other partial derivatives throughout the analysis are assumed to exist and be continuous,
and are evaluated at an initial equilibrium before fiscal policy changes.
Our first proposition captures the way that an income multiplier amplifies a partial
equilibrium shock BY 1 to generate the general equilibrium change in the vector of firstx1 and L
p 1 denote the I ˆI-dimensional
period values added dY 1 . To state this result, we let X
10

Among the advantages of our reduced approach to rationing and household consumption is that it can
accommodate regional migration driven by local underemployment. On the income side of the model, the
fact that employment is demand-determined, implies the same total income is rationed to each household
type in each region regardless of the size or composition of the demographic group in that region. On the
consumption side, migration manifests as a directed MPC away from goods in one region and toward goods
in another.

10

unit-production input-output and labor demand matrices, respectively, in the first-period.11
p 1 the matrix of marginal propensities to consume each good out of
Similarly, we denote by C
labor income per unit of expenditure and we denote by m the diagonal matrix of households’
p 1 m “ C 11 .
total MPCs out of labor income, so that C
h
x1 q´1
Throughout the rest of the paper, we assume that the Leontief-inverse matrix pI ´ X
exists.12 Moreover, in analogy to the assumption that the aggregate MPC is less than one
p 1 mR1 1 L
p 1 pI ´ X
x1 q´1 and
in the simple Keynesian multiplier, we assume the moduli of C
L
1 p1
x1 ´1 C
p 1 m are less than one, which guarantees that the generalized multiplier
RL
1 L pI ´ X q
is well-defined.13
Proposition 1. Given any rationing equilibrium, the local change in equilibrium first period
value added dY 1 following a fiscal shock with partial equilibrium effect on first-period value
added BY 1 is given by:14
ˆ
1

dY “

p1

I ´ C m

1
RL
1

´
¯´1 ˙´1
1
x
L
I ´X
BY 1
p1

(8)

Proof. See Appendix A.1.
This is the key formula of the paper and can be understood as a generalization of the
traditional Keynesian multiplier p1 ´ M P Cq´1 to the case of input-output networks, heterogeneous households, and arbitrary firm-household employment linkages. The term
`
˘´1
1
1
1
p 1on loom
p
x
L
I
´
X
1
looC
mo
moon loR
lo
o
mo
o
n
lo
o
mo
o
n
L
omoon
IˆN

N ˆN

IˆI

N ˆI

(9)

IˆI

is the analog of the M P C in the traditional multiplier formula. Below each term, we have
noted its dimensions, where N is the set of household types and I is the set of goods or
`
˘
x1 ´1 maps changes in final
firms. Following a demand shock to firms, the term I ´ X
demand to changes in production via the input-output network. Having pinned down the
11

More formally, define the unit input demands for any firm i as those that solve the following program:
` t t˘
p ,L
p “ arg
X
mint t t
1T Xit ` Lti
i
i
t
t
pXi ,Li q s.t. Fi pXi ,Li qě1

x1
we show that these demands exist and are unique in Proposition 7 and Corollary 1 in the Appendix. X
th
1 p1
p
is the I ˆ I-dimensional matrix with i column equal to Xi ; L is the diagonal I ˆ I-dimensional matrix
p1 .
with pi, iq entry L
i
12
In Appendix C.1, we provide sufficient conditions for this to be the case.
13
We later verify these assumptions empirically. Also note that the modulus is less than one whenever all
households have MPC less than one.
14
Of course this result presupposes the existence of an equilibrium. In Appendix C.1, we provide basic
primitive conditions under which rationing equilibrium is guaranteed to exist.
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p 1 maps these to changes in firms’ demand for labor. Next,
change in required production, L
1
the marginal rationing matrix RL
1 maps these changes in labor demands to changes in each
household’s income. The MPC matrix m maps these changes in income into changes in
p 1 maps changes in each household’s conspending. Finally, the spending direction matrix C
sumption spending to changes in aggregate consumption of each good. The final generalized
multiplier is the Leontief inverse of this object as this loop repeats ad infinitum.15
In terms of terminology, we refer to the matrix of Equation 8 that maps vectors of partial
equilibrium changes in value added to vectors of general equilibrium changes in value added
as the generalized multiplier. By contrast, we refer to the effect on aggregate output of a
given fiscal policy per unit expenditure simply as its fiscal multiplier or multiplier for short.
Whereas the generalized multiplier is a matrix, the fiscal multiplier of any particular fiscal
policy is a scalar. Finally, we refer to the range of fiscal multipliers across the set of all fiscal
policies, as the distribution of multipliers.
The crucial difference between the generalized multiplier and the traditional Keynesian
multiplier is that the structure of production, employment and consumption matters. First,
it is important whether shocks load onto low or high MPC households, as studied by Patterson (2019). Moreover, the interaction between the input-output network and the directed
consumption network matters: multipliers are largest when it is not only partial equilibrium
shocks but also higher order responses that load onto high MPC households, due to those
households spending their marginal dollars at firms that hire high MPC workers or at firms
that buy inputs from firms hiring high MPC workers, and so forth.
In Appendix C.2, we provide formal comparative statics that demonstrate how the distribution of multipliers in the economy depends on the underlying structure of the economy
(Proposition 9). Specifically, we show that the multipliers are higher for any partial equilibrium shock when MPCs rise for all individuals or at any firm, the share of income rationed to
some zero-MPC household decreases and the share rationed to all other households increases
(Corollary 3). Less obviously, we also provide conditions under which richer IO linkages
between firms contract the distribution of multipliers, i.e., the maximum multiplier falls and
minimum multiplier rises (Proposition 10).16 This occurs because a more connected input15
This same multiplier expression appears in the regional economics literature on social accounting matrices, dating back to Miyazawa (1976). To our knowledge, our result provides the first fully-microfounded
justification of this formula, which receives widespread use in the regional economics literature and applied
work to compute purchases multipliers (such as the BEA’s RIMS II system). The connection to the social accounting literature motivates yet another way to understand the multiplier formula at the zero lower bound.
One can think of households as though they are simply additional nodes in the production network, with
the restriction that they exchange goods and labor only with firm nodes, and not with other households.
16
Formally, we compare an economy with no IO linkages to one with an arbitrary IO matrix in a case where,
consistent with our later empirical findings, the direction of consumption is irrelevant for amplification.
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output matrix implies that shocks to any given industry affect a wider array of households,
effectively distributing the shock to households with a more diverse set of MPCs.

3.2.

Decomposing the Role of Heterogeneity

While the comparative statics discussed above study individual blocks of the model in
isolation, the many dimensions of heterogeneity in household and firm characteristics and
interconnections also interact to produce the generalized multiplier in Proposition 1. In
this section, we explain how these many dimensions can be understood through three key
channels that lead to greater or lesser amplification relative to the basic Keynesian case.
For simplicity, we focus on the case of changes in only first-period government purchases
and transfers. Our results may therefore be interpreted as either (a) the effect of changes
in the targeting of a first-period fiscal program of a fixed size or (b) the partial effect of a
general change in fiscal policy occurring through changes in first-period policies rather than
through changes in second-period policy. We consider the general case in Appendix A.2.
Toward decomposing the role of heterogeneity, we now define the aggregate spending-toincome network
´
¯´1
1 p1
1
x
p1
G ” RL1 L I ´ X
C
(10)
as the map from an additional dollar of spending by one household to the vector of income
changes it generates for each other household. Since every dollar spent eventually becomes
income, every column of G sums to one. Second, we define
´
¯´1
1 p1
1
x
Bh1 ” RL
L
I
´
X
dG1 ´ µdτ 1
1

(11)

as the partial equilibrium incidence of a shock to policy in the first period on household first
period net incomes.
Before characterizing them formally in Proposition 2, we first illustrate the mechanisms
through which household heterogeneity and the structure of the spending-to-income network
affect shock propagation with a series of examples. In each of the four examples below, there
are two households: one with low MPC mL “ 0.1 and one with high MPC mH “ 0.5.
What differs between the examples is the incidence Bh1 that a shock has onto the respective
incomes of these households and the structure of their economic interactions through the
spending-to-income network G.
Our first example illustrates a neutral case in which—despite the presence of heterogeneous households—the propagation of a partial equilibrium shock is “as if” the economy
H
had a single household with MPC m “ mL `m
. In the example, the partial equilibrium
2
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L

H

L

Example 1

L

H

Example 2

H

L

Example 3

H

Example 4

Fig. 1. H and L are nodes corresponding to the households with MPCs mH and mL , respectively. The
thickness of solid arrows captures the magnitude of households’ marginal spending. The thickness of dashed
arrows capture the magnitude of the direct incidence of policies onto household income. Example 1: “Neutral” shock and spending-to-income network. Example 2: Shock directed toward high-MPC household (“incidence”). Example 3: Typical HH’s marginal spending directed toward HHs with higher than own MPC
(“bias”). Example 4: Each HH directs marginal spending toward HHs with same MPC (“homophily”).

shock has incidence 12 on each household, and each household divides its marginal spending
equally between itself and the other household (see the top-left panel of Figure 1). As a
result, the incidence of spending induced by the income earned in meeting the partial equilibrium demand shock is exactly m times the shock’s incidence for each household; similarly
for spending induced by income earned in meeting this secondary demand, and so on. Thus,
1
the multiplier is given by 1´m
“ 1.43.
In the second example, the structure of the economy is unchanged, but the partial equilibrium shock Bh1 is directed entirely to the high-MPC household (see the top-right panel
of Figure 1). As a result of this differential incidence, the partial-equilibrium change in
household income induces a greater increase in spending. However, since the high-MPC
household’s divides its spending evenly between household types, subsequent “rounds” of
spending still propagate at the baseline, Keynesian multiplier. In this case, the multiplier is
mH
given by 1 ` 1´m
“ 1.71, so shocks feature 65% more amplification than the baseline. Thus,
a transfer solely to the high MPC household rather than a uniform transfer of the same size
is much more effective at increasing output.
`
˘
In the third and fourth examples, we return to the neutral income incidence Bh1 “ 12 , 12
of the first example and instead consider changes to the spending-to-income network G. In
the third example, each household directs all of its marginal spending to the sector employing the high-MPC household (see the bottom-left panel of Figure 1). Unsurprisingly, this
generates higher amplification, as households’ induced spending all propagates at a multi14

plier corresponding only the the higher-MPC households’ MPC. In particular the multiplier
m
is given by 1 ` 1´m
“ 1.60, generating 43% more amplification than the neutral baseline.
H
In the final example, each household directs all of its marginal spending toward itself (see
the bottom-right panel of Figure 1). In this case, each household’s share of the shock inci1
with that household’s MPC. Mathematically speakdence propagates separately, at 1´MPC
ing, since 1´M1 P C is convex in MPC, two isolated economies generate higher average multiplier
´
¯
1
1
1
of 2 1´mL ` 1´mH “ 1.56, i.e. they generate 33% more amplification than the integrated
economy. Intuitively, since the high-MPC household spends more of its increase in income, it
increases GDP more by directing its spending toward its own, high, MPC than the low-MPC
household decreases GDP by directing its spending toward its own, low, MPC.
The second, third, and fourth examples illustrate three distinct channels by which the
characteristics of and connections between heterogeneous households affect amplification,
relative to the representative agent Keynesian benchmark. First, one must account for the
incidence of a shock onto households of higher or lower MPC. Second, the multiplier is higher
when shocked households’ marginal spending is biased toward households with higher MPCs
than the benchmark average MPC. Third, homophily in the spending network – in the form
of correlation between shocked households’ MPCs and MPCs of households on which they
spend – also generates amplification. Proposition 2 establishes that these three channels
exactly capture the deviations of shock amplification away from the Keynesian baseline, to
second order in MPCs.17
Proposition 2. The total change in first-period aggregate value added due to a change in
first-period fiscal policy with income incidence Bh1 that sums to one can be approximated as:

1T dY 1 “1T dG1 `

1
1 ´ Eh˚ rmn s

˜
E
h˚ rmn s
looomooon
RA Keynesian effect

`E
Bh1 rmn s ´ Eh˚ rmn s
looooooooooomooooooooooon
Incidence effect

(12)

¸
`
˘
next
next
˚ rmn s
1 rmn s EBh1 rm
s
´
E
`E
h
Bh
Bh1 rmn , mn s
n
loooooooooomoooooooooon
looooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooon ` Cov

` O3 p|m|q

Homophily effect

Biased spending direction effect

` T ˘
where h˚ is any reference income weighting that sums to one and mnext
“
m G n is the
n
average MPC of households who receive as income i’s marginal dollar of spending.18
Proof. See Appendix A.2.
17

We provide an exact decomposition in terms of Bonacich centralities of G in Appendix A.2. The approximation in Proposition 12 is not only an extremely tight approximation in practice but also provides a
simple intuition for the income multiplier as well as a helpful basis for the empirical analysis in Section 5.
18
For any N -length vectors z and x, Ez rxn s denotes the average of xn across household types, weighted
by zn ; similarly for Cov.
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The above proposition holds for all reference partial equilibrium changes in net income
h˚ of unit size, but naturally the choice of this h˚ affects the accuracy of the approximation.
In this sense, each of these effects are relative, meaning that they capture the amplification
relative to some reference shock to earnings. In our later empirical analysis, we take h˚
as the change in income induced by a GDP proportional demand shock. In this case, we
show that the error term always accounts for less than 0.3% of the multiplier, so that this
approximation is very tight.
In Appendix C.3 we discuss how Proposition 2 applies to several benchmark economies,
highlighting cases in which the various alterations to the Keynesian multiplier are zero.
One important benchmark is a “homothetic economy” where both consumption and labor
rationing functions are homothetic. In this case, a GDP-proportional shock has no incidence
or bias effect, but heterogeneity in household consumption baskets and sectoral employment
can still generate addtional amplification through the homophily effect (Proposition 11, part
1.). An even more “neutral” case occurs when all firms in the economy employ workers at
the margin who have the same average MPC as one another. In this case, the bias and
homophily effects are zero and the income multiplier for any shock is simply the Keynesian
multiplier evaluated at this average MPC (Proposition 11, part 2.). Note that even when
the traditional Keynesian multiplier obtains, the aggregate MPC need not equal either the
average MPC or the income-weighted MPC of the population; this is the case only when
each firm’s marginal employees have the population average MPC.
Clearly, the conditions required to eliminate the incidence, bias, and homophily effects
are knife-edge. In general, the distribution of shocks does affect aggregate responses, and the
IO and directed consumption networks affect both the size and direction of these responses.
Moreover, one might reasonably expect that each effect formalized by Propostion 2 is empirically relevant based on existing research. Indeed there is wide variation in household
MPCs and spending and transfer policies may be disproportionately directed toward certain
sectors or households (Lewis, Melcangi, and Pilossoph, 2019; Cox et al., 2019). Meanwhile,
Patterson (2019) documents that higher-MPC workers are more exposed to aggregate fluctuation, suggesting an aggregate bias effect in the spending-to-income network. Additionally,
Hubmer (2019) documents that higher-income households tend to consume more labor intensive goods, while at the same time a growing regional literature emphasizes that much
of consumption is done locally while regions are heterogenous in both income and wealth
levels—both suggesting a sizable role for the (anti-)homophily effect. In the following sections we assess each channel empirically, finding—contrary to the observations above—that
only the incidence effect is quantitatively significant.
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4.

Data and Estimation Methodology

We have so far derived a simple sufficient statistics expression for a generalized income
multiplier for fiscal shocks. We have also demonstrated how rich household, industry, and
regional heterogeneity can interact to potentially amplify or dampen fiscal shocks. We now
take our generalized multiplier to the data to understand how various dimensions of heterogeneity in our model shape multipliers and thus the design of fiscal policy in practice. To
do this, we directly estimate the sufficient statistics that comprise the generalized multiplier
using a variety of datasets. This section describes both the datasets and methodology we
use to estimate these sufficient statistics.
First, recall from Proposition 1 that the general equilibrium response of demand dY 1 to
any partial equilibrium shock BY 1 is given by:
´
¯´1
p 1 mR1 1 L
p 1 pI ´ X
x1 q´1
dY 1 “ I ´ C
BY 1
L

(13)

To estimate the generalized multiplier, we therefore need estimates of three key objects:
x1 describing the input use requirements of every regionthe regional input-output matrix X
1 p1
industry pair, the rationing matrix RL
describing how much each demographic-region
1L
pair’s income changes in response to a one dollar change in revenue of each region-industry
p 1 m describing how much each demographic-region pair
pair, and the directed MPC matrix C
consumes from each region-industry pair when they receive a one dollar income shock.
In moving to the data, we must also account for three empirically-relevant factors left
out of our baseline model – capital, profits, and foreign income. At a high level, our strategy
is to (1) model capital as an intermediate input, (2) model profits by assuming constant
markups, as in Appendix D.1, and (3) model foreign factors as a type of “labor” with zero
MPC, reflecting that payments leaving the economy do not re-enter through income effects.
The following subsections describe in detail how we estimate each of the three components of our generalized multiplier: the input-output, rationing, and directed consumption
matrices. We restrict our attention to the United States in 2012, which is the most recent
year for which we have several of the key datasets we use. In Section 5.2.2, we explore the
robustness of our results to several assumptions embedded in our estimation methodology.

4.1.

The Regional Input-Output Matrix

x1 is an pS ˆ Iq ˆ pS ˆ Iq matrix where S is the
The regional input-output matrix X
number of regions and I is the number of industries. The pri, sjq component of this matrix
17

corresponds to the amount of sector i in region r’s good required to produce a single unit of
sector j in region s’s good. To estimate this object, we must first take a stand on the level of
granularity at which to model sectors and regions. Guided by the level at which input-output
data are available, we work with a slight coarsening of the Bureau of Economic Analysis’
(BEA) collapsed input-output sector classification, leaving us with 55 sectors which loosely
correspond to the 3-digit NAICS classification. Similarly, as we use the Commodity Flow
Survey (CFS) microdata on interstate trade, we set regions at the level of the state (including
Washington D.C.), leaving us with 51 regions. This leaves us with 2805 sector-region pairs.
We construct the regional input-output matrix in three steps. First, following others in
the literature, we use data from the 2012 BEA make, use, and imports tables to construct the
domestic, national input-output matrix, which measures the dollar value of products from
industry j that are used by industry i. For commodities produced by multiple industries, we
assume that all users of such commodities source them from the various producing industries
in the same proportions.19 We also make an adjustment to account for linkages across industries in capital investment. This is necessary as the standard use table accounts only for
changes in intermediate goods usage. To impute each industry’s expenditure on investment
goods, we assume that all industries invest the same fraction of their gross operating surplus
(available in the use table) in capital. To compute the direction of this investment toward
different industries, we assume that each firm demands the same investment good and compute its industrial composition with the same procedure – using the use, make, and import
tables – as we use for inputs. We then add this investment correction to the previously
constructed input-output matrix.
Second, we use the 2012 public-use microdata from the CFS to construct a matrix describing how much each state imports from all other states. The CFS is a survey conducted
by the US Census Bureau and includes data on 4,547,661 shipments from approximately
60,000 establishments. Using this information, we calculate the total value of shipments between each pair of states for each tradable industry using the mapping between commodities
and industries outlined in the BEA’s make table.20 For all nontradable industries, we assume
that the commodity is sourced entirely within the state.
Finally, we construct the regional input-output matrix by combining the national industrylevel input-output with state-by-state trade flows. Specifically, we assume that the amount
of industry i in state r used by industry j in state s is the product of the share of industry
j’s inputs that come from industry i and the fraction of sector i goods flowing to s from
19

While these assumptions are necessary given the limitations of our data, one might be concerned that
they play a significant role in our findings. We address this concern in Section 5.2.2 by demonstrating that
our main empirical results are robust to a wide range of alternative calibrations.
20
Caliendo et al. (2018) use a similar methodology to construct their regional input-output matrix.
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r (out of all origin states). This yields a matrix describing, for each industry-region pair,
how much of each other industry-region pair’s production is used to produce a single unit of
output.

4.2.

The Directed MPC Matrix

p 1 m is a pS ˆ Iq ˆ pS ˆ N q matrix where N is the number of
The directed MPC matrix C
demographic groups and recall S and I are the number of regions and industries, respectively.
The pri, snq component of this matrix maps how a one dollar change in demographic n
living in region s’s income changes that household’s consumption of good i from region r.
Again, this first requires us to take a stand on the level of granularity at which to model
demographic groups. Guided by the level at which precise estimation of MPCs is possible
in the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID), we set the number of demographic groups
at 82, comprising 80 baseline groups (five initial income groups, four age groups, two gender
groups, two race groups) and two dummy groups for the owners of capital and foreigners.21
We construct the directed MPC matrix in three steps. First, we construct MPCs for total
consumption expenditure for each of our 80 demographic groups using the PSID, Consumer
Price Index (CPI) and Consumer Expenditure Survey (CEX) following the methodology in
Patterson (2019). Specifically, we follow the procedure of Gruber (1997), using the panel
structure of the PSID to estimate the equation:
∆CHt “

ÿ

pβx ∆EHt ˆ xHt ` αx ˆ xHt q ` δspHqt ` εHt

(14)

x

where CHt is household H’s consumption at time t, EHt is household H’s labor earnings at
time t, xHt is a demographic characteristic of the individual, and δspiqt is a state by time
fixed effect. Estimating Equation 14 we then obtain the following estimate of the MPC for
household H at time t:
ÿ
{
M
P C Ht “
β̂x xHt
(15)
x

However, there are two challenges in performing this estimation. The first issues arises as
there are a wide range of factors that could simultaneously move income and consumption.
To address this, we instrument for changes in labor market earning using transitions into
unemployment. This is desirable as such shocks are both large and persistent. Unemployment shocks therefore capture that variation most important to understanding recessions.
21

Our five income groups correspond to: less than $22,000, $22,000-$35,000, $35,000-$48,000, $48,000$65,000 and more than $65,000. Our four age groups correspond to those 25-35, 36-45, 46-55 and 56-62.
Our race groups are black and non-black. Our gender groups are men and women.
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Indeed, if recessions can be seen as shocks of the same persistence as unemployment, then
this MPC is exactly the right object to capture shock propagation in the manner suggested
by the model.
The second issue stems from measurement in the PSID: for most of the PSID sample,
only expenditure on food consumption is measured. Using only this measure is problematic
as food is a necessity and expenditure on food is likely to be distorted by the provision
of food stamps (Hastings and Shapiro, 2018). To overcome this issue, we use overlapping
information in the PSID and CEX to impute a measure of total consumption expenditure,
following the methodology of Blundell, Pistaferri, and Preston (2008) and Guvenen and
Smith (2014). Concretely, we use the CEX to estimate demand for food expenditure as
a function of durable consumption, non-durable consumption, demographic variables and
relative prices from the CPI. Under the assumption of monotone food expenditure, this
function can be inverted to predict total consumption as a function of food expenditure
and demographics in the PSID. This procedure generates substantial heterogeneity across
households in estimated MPCs (see Figure A1 in Appendix G).
Next, we estimate the shares of each of our 55 industries in the consumption baskets of
each of our 80 demographic groups using the CEX and CPI. We first deflate consumption over
the 54 measured CEX categories using the CPI and then compute the average consumption
basket share of each demographic group. Using a concordance between NIPA goods and our
industry classifications, we then map consumption at the household level in each category
to the 55 industries used in our analysis.
We use these consumption basket shares and our estimated MPCs to construct an estimate of the directed MPC for each of the 80 demographic groups out of each of the 55
industries. We do this by assuming linear Engel curves of households for each category of
consumption. Formally, we estimate the directed MPC of household H at time t as:
{
{
M
P C npHtqi “ αnpHtqi M
P C npHtq

(16)

where npHtq is the demographic group of household H at time t – which we from now on
suppress when clear from context – and αnpHtqi is the demographic-specific consumption
basket weight of good i. Of course, the imposition of linear Engel curves may be overly
restrictive. However, our estimates always lie in the 95% confidence interval of estimates of
good-specific MPCs from the PSID in the years in which this is possible (see Figure A2 in
Appendix G), suggesting that we are capturing reasonable dimensions of heterogeneity with
this assumption.
Finally, we use our estimated state-state gross flows in goods to arrive at the regionally-
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directed MPCs. Formally, for tradable goods, we assume that all households in a state
consume from all other states in proportion to the fractions of imports of that good that
originate from those states:
{
{
M
P C risn “ λirs M
P C ni
(17)
where λirs is the fraction of shipments of good i from state s to state r as a function of
the total shipments of good i to state r, as we earlier computed to construct the regional
input-output matrix.22 We assume all nontradable goods are consumed within the state.
The procedure above provides the directed MPC entries for the 80 demographic groups.
It remains to estimate the directed MPCs for shareholders and foreigners. For foreigners,
we simply set all entries to zero. This coincides with the assumption that, of all foreign
recipients of income that leaves the US, none spend this income in the US or indirectly cause
other spending in the US. For shareholders, we take the MPC out of stock market wealth
as estimated by Chodorow-Reich, Nenov, and Simsek (2019) at 0.028. We then allocate
consumption across goods according to the average consumption basket of our highest income
groups, as we computed in the CEX (with the same construction of the regional direction of
consumption).
Finally, recall that we have assumed that the marginal consumption response out of
first-period government transfers (i.e. negative taxes) is the same as that out of first period
income earned through labor supply. Theoretically, this follows if consumption and labor
are additively separable in household utility, as will be assumed in Section 6. Empirically,
the documented cross-sectional patterns in MPCs in response to tax transfers are similar to
those we uncover using employment shocks, suggesting that this assumption is not driving the
patterns we uncover below (see Parker, Souleles, Johnson, and McClelland (2013); Fagereng,
Holm, and Natvik (2019)).23

4.3.

The Rationing Matrix

1 p1
The rationing matrix RL
is a pS ˆ N q ˆ pS ˆ Iq matrix where recall S, N , and I
1L
are the number of regions, demographic groups, and industries, respectively. The prn, siq
component of this matrix maps a one dollar change in the production of good i in region s
22

Considering that the CFS comprises both consumption goods and intermediate goods flows, this method
may source too much consumption from outside each region. In Section 5, we explore the robustness of this
modelling assumption for how consumption is sourced by considering a model with total consumption autarky
where all consumption is sourced within the state. This has a very small impact on the results.
23
Our framework is flexible enough that it would be easy to perform our empirical analysis with a different
calibration of the MPC out of government transfers. Since the MPC estimates out of tax rebates are noisier
than those using unemployment, we maintain this assumption in the current analysis.
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to the resulting change in labor income for demographic n in region r.
We construct the rationing matrix in three steps. We first use the American Community
Survey (ACS) to compute, within each state-industry pair, the total labor earnings by each
demographic group in 2012. We also use state-level data from the BEA on compensation
and gross output by industry to compute labor shares of value added for each state-industry
pair.
Second, we use these two components, along with the estimated demographic group
MPCs, to construct the the labor rationing entries for workers. Concretely, we employ the
following formula:
´
¯
1 p1
RL1 L

rnsi

`
`
˘˘
yinr
αir βi 1 ` ξ M P Cn ´ M P C ir
“ Irr “ ss ř
n yinr

(18)

where yinr is total earnings of demographic n in industry i in region r, αir is state-by-industry
labor share of value added, βi is the national value added to gross output ratio in industry
i, ξ is the correlation between MPCs and earnings elasticities, and M P C ir is the earningsweighted MPC of all workers in industry i in region r. The indicator function imposes the
condition that all labor earnings are received within the state where production occurs. This
is the unique functional form that both preserves a constant correlation between MPC and
earnings elasticity, of which there is strong evidence from Patterson (2019) and preserves
total income received across all demographic groups in each industry-region pair. We set
ξ “ 1.332, the correlation of MPC with earnings elasticity to aggregate shocks measured
in Patterson (2019).24 While our model can in principle incorporate regional migration in
response to shocks, we – by assuming that employment at each firm only depends on its own
labor demand – only partially allow for this possibility. In particular, our calibration rules
out the possibility that the share of labor each firm rations from each demographic group
may depend on changes in the group’s share of the population due to migration.
Finally, it remains to allocate factor payments that are not received by labor. These
take two forms: payments made to the domestic owners of capital and payments made to
foreign factors. We compute payments made to domestic owners of capital via the following
procedure. We first compute profits in each region-industry pair. To do this, we impute
industry profits as a share of production by multiplying national, industry-specific gross operating surplus per unit revenue by the national, cross-industry fraction of gross operating
surplus not spent on investment, from the BEA use table. We distribute a share of these
profits domestically, according to the domestic share of US equity ownership in 2012, around
86.5%. We allocate the profit of each domestic firm nationally, according to each demo24

See Patterson (2019) for more details and discussion.
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graphic by state’s share of dividend income in the Internal Revenue Service’s Statistics of
Income (IRS SOI) data. Finally, we compute payments made to foreigners as the residual
of payments made to intermediate producers, payments made to labor and payments made
to shareholders.25

5.

Empirical Exploration of Fiscal Multipliers

In this section, we study the propagation of fiscal shocks in our calibrated economy, exploring both changes in aggregate GDP and demand spillovers across regions. We begin by
quantifying how the variation in the fiscal multiplier for government purchases or transfers
– i.e. the total change in GDP per unit of fiscal spending – depends on how that shock is
targeted. We then demonstrate that these differences stem almost exclusively from differences in the initial incidence of shocks on households with different MPCs rather than from
variation in which goods these households consume, and we accordingly study how various
features of the economy determine the incidence of shocks. Finally, we quantify the extent
of geographic spillovers through the generalized multiplier and contextualize our findings in
light of recent empirical estimates.

5.1.

Extent of Heterogeneity in Multipliers

We estimate that the response of GDP to a demand shock which is GDP-proportional
across industries and regions, or aggregate purchases multiplier, is equal to 1.30, a number
consistent with the large literature estimating fiscal multipliers with constrained monetary
policy (Ramey, 2011; Chodorow-Reich, 2019). However, the left panel of Figure 2 – which
shows the effect on GDP of spending a dollar in a given industry within a specified state
– documents wide dispersion depending on how a shock is targeted, with the extent of
amplification beyond the original purchase varying by a factor of six. Indeed, our range of
multipliers, from about 1.1 to 1.6, provides one rationalization for the variation in purchases
multipliers estimated in the literature. Transfers multipliers, i.e. the effect on aggregate GDP
of transferring one dollar to a household of a given demographic within a specified state, vary
even more widely. The right panel of Figure 2 shows that the effect on aggregate GDP of
transferring a dollar to a household ranges from slightly below zero for some households
(some types have negative MPCs) to nearly two dollars for others.
25

In a small fraction of cases, this leads to a negative foreign share of revenues, which is unrealistic. To
avoid this, we could alternatively reduce the profit share of revenue in region-industry pairs with high labor
shares. Insofar as we use similarly small MPCs for foreigners and shareholders, this alternative calibration
would generate similar quantitative results.
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Fig. 2. Left: Change in aggregate output resulting from a $1 government purchase shock to each state-byindustry pair, i.e. distribution of government purchase multipliers. The x-axis sorts state-by-industry pairs by
their purchase multipliers and the y-axis plots the estimated multiplier. Right: Change in aggregate output
from a $1 transfer shock to each state-by-demographic-group pair, i.e. distribution of transfer multipliers.
The x-axis sorts state-by-demographic-group pairs by their transfer multipliers.

Much of the heterogeneity in multipliers remains when targeting is constrained to be more
granular: the amplification of government purchases differs by a factor of more than three
across industries and a factor of 1.5 across states (see Figure A18 in Appendix G); transfers
multipliers differ by a factor of 1.3 across states and by nearly as much across demographic
groups as across demographic-region pairs (See Figure A19 in Appendix G).

5.2.

Sources of Heterogeneity in Multipliers

Recall from Proposition 2 in Section 3.2 that – for any fiscal shock – three adjustments
to the basic Keynesian multiplier capture the effects of heterogeneity. In particular, the
dispersion in fiscal multipliers from Figure 2 could derive from differences in 1) the incidence
effect, wherein some shocks load more heavily on agents with higher MPCs, 2) the bias
effect, wherein some shocks load onto households who direct their spending to high-MPC
households, or 3) the homophily effect, wherein some shocks load onto households who direct
their spending to other households with similar MPCs to their own. However, empirically,
we find that all of the heterogeneity across groups in Figure 2 is driven by the differential
direct incidence of those shocks onto agents with different MPCs.
5.2.1.

Importance of Initial Incidence

To understand why only the incidence effect is empirically large, recall Proposition 2. In
order for the bias and homophily terms to be large, there must be significant heterogeneity across households in basket-weighted MPCs mnext
– that is, in the average MPC of the
n
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workers ultimately employed in producing n’s marginal unit of consumption – and these
basket weighted MPCs must differ from the benchmark Eh˚ rmn s. Indeed, if mnext
is homon
next
geneous and EBh1 rmn s “ Eh˚ rmn s, then both the bias and homophily terms are zero as
all households effectively direct their consumption to the same sorts of household targeted
by an aggregate shock. The left panel of Figure 3 documents that in the data, there is
minimal heterogeneity in basket-weighted MPCs, shown by the very shallow slope between
basket-weighted MPCs (y-axis) and household MPCs (x-axis). As a result, the homophily
effects are very close to zero. Moreover, the scatterplot demonstrates that basket-weighted
MPCs all lie very close to the benchmark average MPC (Eh˚ rmn s). Consequently, bias effects
are also very close to zero. Indeed, for any possible shock, the incidence term accounts for
more than 99 percent of the multiplier.26 To drive this point home, the orange line in the
right panel of Figure 3 shows multipliers from a counterfactual model without heterogeneous
consumption in which the bias and homophily effects are identically zero. As one can see,
there is effectively no difference in the full distribution of multipliers when we impose this
condition, demonstrating that it plays no role in shaping the baseline estimates.27
The lack of bias and homophily effects appears to be a real feature of the data, rather than
a failure of our estimation approach to capture them. While the bias and homophily terms
each operate to second order in the average MPC – which constrains them to be modest in size
– it is easy to see from the examples in Section 3.2 that the combination of these terms can,
in principle, be quantitatively large. Indeed, our estimates of consumption basket shares in
the CEX do display substantial variation across households (see Figure A9 in Appendix G),
allowing for the possibility of large bias and homophily effects. The absence of these effects,
then, stems from two countervailing empirical observations. First, high MPC households
disproportionately consume goods produced by low-labor-share industries (see Figure A5 in
Appendix G), directing more spending toward capital, the owners of which have low MPCs.28
Second, our estimates feature substantial within-region non-tradeables demand, with around
26

Every feasible Bh1 can be obtained as the linear combination of demand shocks to each sector-region
pair. We therefore compute the bias and homophily effects from each of these “basis vector” shocks and
plot the full distribution of bias and homophily terms (see Figure A4 in Appendix G, respectively). Across
the full distribution of shocks, the contributions of the bias and homophily terms range between zero to four
tenths of a percent increase in the multiplier – they are empirically negligible for all feasible demand shocks.
We also compute the full distribution of error terms arising from the approximation in our decomposition
result (the right panel of Figure A4 in Appendix G) and find that they are uniformly an order of magnitude
smaller than the bias and homophily terms. Our approximation is therefore very tight for any feasible shock.
27
In Figure A8 of Appendix G we show a scatter plot of the multipliers from these two models. The
correlation in multipliers across the two models is nearly perfect.
28
Conditional on reaching labor, the average MPC of workers producing consumption baskets is very
slightly increasing across the MPC distribution (see Figure A5 in Appendix G), so labor share differences
account for the bulk of differences in basket-weighted MPCs stemming from heterogeneous consumption
baskets. This finding is also consistent with the empirical patterns in Hubmer (2019).
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Fig. 3. The left panel shows a scatter of MPCs mn against basket-weighted MPCs mnext
. The dashed line
n
gives the average MPC Eh˚ rmn s for h˚ given by the income incidence of a shock to demand proportional to
2012 state-industry GDP. The right panel shows the change in GDP for each industry-region pair according
to a one dollar demand shock in each pair, sorted by the magnitude of the effect. The full model is the
baseline and plotted in blue. No directed MPC assumes that all households direct their consumption in
proportion to aggregate consumption. No IO assumes that there is no use of intermediate goods.

a third of total labor demand remaining within the state from which consumption originates
(see Figure A10 in Appendix G). Moreover, there is spatial heterogeneity in MPCs, with
income-weighted MPCs differing by a factor of 1.5 across states (See Figure A16 in Appendix
G). Together, these regional forces generate a modest positive homophily effect whereby
higher (lower) MPC workers direct their consumption more toward local labor which similarly
features high (low) MPC. However, these labor share and local demand effects are both fairly
weak, and they run in opposite directions. When combined, they partially cancel, so that
all types spend on goods baskets produced by households of very close to the average MPC.
5.2.2.

Robustness of Empirical Decomposition

So far, we have established the stark empirical finding of the previous section—namely
that bias and homophily effects are quantitatively negligible—under our baseline estimates.
In this section, we revisit many of the strong assumptions that underlie this finding by
computing bias and homophily effects under a range of alternative calibrations that bound
the importance of these assumptions for our conclusions.
We consider alternatives to our baseline estimates along four dimensions. First, our
main estimates assume that all demand for each tradable good i from within each state s is
apportioned across other states r according to trade flows of i from r to s in the Commodity
Flow Survey. This rules out the possibility that, for example, two firms in different industries
within the same state may source the same input from different states than one another,
potentially generating more or less homophily. To bound the importance of this assumption,
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we consider two extreme alternative calibrations for interstate trade, one in which all buyers
of a good source it from each state proportionally to the fraction of national production of
the good done in the state, and another in which all buyers purchase goods only within their
own state.
Second, our main estimates assume that all states have the same cross-sectoral inputoutput matrix. As this may mask cross-state variation in IO structure that could link
industries in a more or less homophilic manner, we consider an extreme calibration in which
we shut down connections through the input-output network, instead assuming that firms
keep their input spending constant but source all inputs from within their own industry-statepair. We treat household consumption as in the baseline in this calibration and consider this
model of input demand as a fourth option for the regional IO matrix in addition to the three
discussed in the previous paragraph, i.e. (i) our baseline, (ii) the case where the source of
imports is chosen independent of their destination, and (iii) the case of no interstate trade.
Third, our baseline estimates allow each demographic group to consume its own bundle of
goods, which has an anti-homophilic effect on the income-to-spending network as discussed in
the previous section. In order to give our estimates a greater chance of generating homophily,
we consider an alternative calibration in which all households consume the same basket of
goods, which we set equal to the income-weighted average basket.
Fourth, our baseline estimates assume, following Patterson (2019), that the incomes of
higher-MPC workers are more sensitive to aggregate employment, inducing a positive bias
effect in the spending-to-income network. We therefore also consider the case where income is
rationed purely in proportion to a state-demographic-group’s income within a state-industry
pair.
Appendix Figure A7 shows the size of the bias and homophily effects in the p3`1qˆ2ˆ2 “
16 versions of the model described above. In all cases, the bias and homophily effects
contribute less than 0.01 to the multiplier of a GDP-proportional shock. Therefore, while we
demonstrate the theoretical possibility of large bias and homophily effects (in Section 3.2),
their irrelevance is robust and it is unlikely that they are empirically relevant in advanced
economies.
5.2.3.

Determinants of Initial Incidence

Since the heterogeneity in shock amplification in Figure 2 does not stem from bias or
homophily effects, it must instead come from differences in the incidence of different shocks
onto the MPCs of households. For transfers, the initial incidence is immediately apparent
and is driven solely by heterogeneity in MPCs in the population. However, for government
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purchases, three distinct factors widen the distribution of multipliers. First, differences in the
demographic composition of the workforce across sectors and regions causes large differences
in the average MPCs of workers across firms and regions. Second, differences in the share of
labor that each sector directly employs cause large differences in the MPC of the ultimate
recipients of factor income. In particular, firms employing lots of capital but little labor pass
most factor payments on to the owners of capital who have very low MPC and therefore
feature small purchases multipliers. This is shown in Figure A11 in Appendix G, which
plots the labor share of each industry-state pair against its purchases multiplier; there is
substantial heterogeneity in labor use and low labor use is associated with a small purchases
multiplier. Third, differences across firms in the covariance of worker MPC and exposure to
changes in firm revenue generate additional widening of the distribution of multipliers. This
is shown in Figures A12 and A13 in Appendix G where we compare the baseline model –
which features greater rationing to agents with higher MPCs – to a model with rationing
to agents uniformly by income; there we observe both an upward shift in the distribution of
purchases multipliers as well as an increase in its range.
Conversely, input-output linkages serve an important role in narrowing the heterogeneity
induced by these differences. This can be seen in the right panel of Figure 3, where the
green line corresponds to the model without input-output linkages, which features a much
more dispersed distribution of multipliers.29 The role of input-output linkages in reducing
dispersion is intuitive. In the absence of inputs, when the firm directly employing the
highest-MPC factors gets an additional dollar of revenue, it spends it all on those high-MPC
factors. With inputs, this same firm spends a fraction of its revenue on goods produced by
other firms, who in turn direct that money to their (by construction) less-than-highest-MPC
factors – effectively diluting the MPC of the initial firm. This dilution effect attenuates the
heterogeneity in industry multipliers.30 This same phenomenon explains why the distribution
of transfers multipliers in Figure 2 is more dispersed than the distribution of purchases
multipliers: A transfer to the highest- or lowest-MPC household reaches it directly, rather
than being spread across households with more moderate MPCs.
29

See Figure A17 in Appendix G for a scatter plot of the multipliers across both the full model and that
without input-output linkages.
30
Our finding that IO linkages reduce heterogeneity in purchases multipliers is distinct from an existing
literature that emphasizes the role of IO networks in amplifying economic shocks (Acemoglu et al., 2012;
Carvalho, Nirei, Saito, and Tahbaz-Salehi, 2016; Baqaee, 2018; Elliott, Golub, and Leduc, 2020). First and
foremost, our finding is not that IO linkages attenuate amplification on aggregate, but rather than they reduce
the dispersion in amplification across industries. In this sense, we simply have a different focus. Moreover,
the key reasons that IO links generate aggregate amplification in the literature—namely, that supply shocks
are more powerful when the input share of production is large (a la Hulten) and that supply and demand
shocks can cause cascades of firm defaults when production has a fixed cost—play no role in our setting, as
we focus on demand shocks and assume production is CRS.
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5.3.

Regional Demand Spillovers

Finally, we turn our focus away from the effects of fiscal shocks on aggregate GDP and
instead consider how income multipliers may propagate across state lines. Such spillovers
are of direct policy relevance, as a planner may want to stimulate demand in a particular,
depressed, area without “overheating” the economies of other nearby regions.31 They are also
of interest to a recent empirical literature that uses quasi-random cross-regional variation in
fiscal spending to estimate local fiscal multipliers (Nakamura and Steinsson, 2014; ChodorowReich, 2019). Regional demand spillovers complicate the relationship between these local
estimates and the national multiplier, as most research designs only recover the effect of
spending on i in GDP in i relative to GDP in j – which is not a suitable control group if the
spending indirectly boosts j’s GDP.
The regional interlinkages embedded in our model allow us to provide an estimate for
the magnitude of these cross-state spillovers. We quantify these spillovers within our model
by considering a unit of government purchases in each state, which we assume is distributed
across industries within the state in proportion those industries’ shares of GDP within the
state. Averaging across states, we find that aggregate GDP increases by $1.31 in response
to $1 of additional spending. However, only an average of 74 cents of this increase in GDP
occur within the state to which purchases are directed, with the remaining 57 cents diffusing
to other states. These interstate spillovers occur through two channels: First, the final
goods purchased in any targeted state are produced, in part, with inputs imported from
other states. Second, when workers in the targeted state spend their income generated by
the government purchase, they direct a share of their spending toward other states, both
directly and by buying goods produced with inputs sourced from other states.32
Figure 4 shows these spillovers cartographically, plotting the per-capita changes in state
GDP that result from $1-per-capita shock to output in Texas and Michigan, respectively.33
Consistent with a regional bias in trade, we observe slightly greater increases in GDP-percapita in states that neighbor those shocked directly.
These estimates are in line with recent empirical evidence estimating the magnitude of
31

We consider the problem of such a planner in Section 6.3.
Appendix Figure A14 shows the results of an analogous exercise for state-specific uniform transfers rather
government purchases. In this case, stimulus reaches household incomes directly rather than spreading across
states through the input-output network. We estimate that, out of the 70-cent increase in output resulting
from a $1 uniform transfer to households in an average state, only 29 cents—less than half—occurs within
that state. Intuitively, the spending-to-income network crosses more state lines than does the IO network,
since it directs money across states not only through IO network, but also through household purchases of
goods from other states.
33
Appendix Figure A15 shows versions of these maps that measure spillovers in absolute, rather than
per-capita terms.
32
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Fig. 4. Changes in state GDP per capita following a GDP-proportional $1-per-capita purchases shock to
Texas (left panel) and Michigan (right panel).

these spillovers directly. Specifically, Auerbach et al. (2020) use detailed geographic information on local defense spending and find that large positive spillovers across geographies,
suggesting the importance of positive demand spillovers through input-output networks and
directed MPCs. They also find that the spillovers are decreasing in the distance between
cities. Our results are consistent with this, as our estimated spillovers are largest for the
geographically closer states.34 These estimates suggest that demand spillovers across states
are empirically important when evaluating the total effect of localized fiscal spending.

6.

Implications for Design of Fiscal Policy

So far, we have studied how fiscal shocks propagate to affect GDP and income in general
equilibrium. We have found that fiscal multipliers vary widely depending on where spending
is targeted, and that this variation is driven entirely by the heterogeneous incidence of the
shocks on workers with different MPCs.
In this section, we explore the implications of these findings for the design of fiscal policy.
We begin by characterizing the motives of the social planner and clarifying how the estimated
multipliers from Section 5 directly inform the design of policy. We break our subsequent
analysis into two parts: First, we consider a setting with widespread underemployment.
Here, we assume the social planner seeks solely to maximize aggregate income and show
that – due to the bias and homophily effects’ empirically small role in shaping multipliers –
they can achieve this objective with simple MPC targeting. Second, we consider the more
general case when underemployment is more severe in some regions than others. We illustrate
the effectiveness of targeting policy on the combination of MPCs and labor wedges with an
34

In Appendix F, we more formally explore the extent to which our model predicts the cross-state spillovers
in response to identified demand shocks. We find that we are empirically underpowered to assess this claim.
Indeed, the high dimensionality of the spillovers and the lack of statistical power motivates our semi-structural
approach to uncovering spillovers.
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application to the Great Recession.

6.1.

Welfare and Fiscal Policy

In order to compute the welfare effects of fiscal policy, we adopt the micro-foundation of
households’ Marshallian demands stated in (3’), in which households maximize utility taking
first-period labor supply as given, subject to budget and borrowing constraints. Recognizing
that each household n’s labor income is a function of fiscal policy pG, τ q, we denote its
indirect utility by Wn p`1n pG, τ q, τn q.
We assume that the planner is utilitarian, placing some welfare weight λn on households
of type n. Social welfare is then given by:
W pG, τ q ”

ÿ

µn λn Wn p`1n pG, τ q, τn q

(19)

nPN

rn ” λn u1 pc1 q the planner’s marginal value of transferring a dollar to
Below, we denote by λ
ni n
11 1q
n
´ 1 each household’s labor wedge, which
n in the first period.35 We denote by ∆n ” uvn1 p`
ni pcn q
measures how far households are off their intratemporal labor supply curves.
Proposition 3 characterizes the welfare impact of a change in first-period fiscal policy in
terms of these welfare statistics. In particular, the Proposition fixes second-period policy
– as well as total government spending in the first period – and considers how first period
policies should be targeted for a given level of spending.36
Proposition 3. The change in welfare dW due to a small change in taxes and government
purchases in the first period can be expressed as:
»
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Make transfers

Proof. See Appendix A.3.
Equation 20 clarifies that, in general, the social planner aims to do more than simply
maximize aggregate GDP. First, she seeks to alleviate involuntary un(der)employment by
changing the labor allocation so as to provide more employment to households with large
negative labor wedges (i.e. the underemployed). Second, she may make transfers between
35

Here, i is any good of which n consumes a positive amount at t.
For a more general result that allows for changes in second-period policies, see the proof in Appendix
A.3.
36
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households, in the name of pure redistribution. Finally, different households have differing
marginal utility and potentially different social welfare weights, determining the relative
weight placed on these effects.37
This result moreover allows us to derive necessary conditions for optimal fiscal policy. In
Proposition 12 in Appendix C.4, we do this and show that locally optimal fiscal stimulus
balances five possible motives: a Keynesian stimulus channel to alleviate wedges from involuntary unemployment; a generalized opportunistic channel of Werning (2011) capturing
that valuable fiscal stimulus is cheaper in welfare terms when there is underemployment;
redistributing income between agents; relaxing agents binding borrowing constraints; and a
short-termism channel when agents have binding borrowing constraints and a higher value
for stimulus today. We moreover provide simple tests that do not require detailed structure
on the network structure of the economy for the optimality of stimulus in Proposition 13 in
Appendix C.5.
Of course, the planner cannot directly reallocate labor income, but rather must induce
a reallocation of income through the multiplier effects on spending and transfer policies.
Nevertheless, as we have empirically estimated the equilibrium mapping between fiscal policy
and income (as given in Proposition 1), we can calculate how any policy affects d`1 and
therefore dW . We can now apply our findings from Section 5 to understand the welfare
effects of targeting fiscal stimulus.

6.2.

Simple MPC-Targeting

We first focus on the case where the social planner solely seeks to maximize aggregate
rn is equal
income. This corresponds to the case where the direct social value of transfers λ
across households and all labor is rationed on the margin to un(der)employed households,
who have no marginal disutility of labor.38 We view this second condition as sensible in the
context of a severe depression, where underemployment is widespread and not concentrated
37

In Appendix D.2, we show that Proposition 3 carries over directly to environments with non-zero markups
in the first period. Intuitively, profit owners can be thought of as providing capital services with completely
elastic supply. This allows us to treat capital owners “as if” they simply supply labor and are rationed to in
proportion to firms’ markups. The only modification required to accommodate this broader interpretation
is that the generalized income multiplier must be extended to include capital income. This interpretation
contrasts sharply with Baqaee (2015), who proposes that a labor-wedge-reducing planner should target the
industry with the highest network-adjusted labor share. The difference comes from the fact that Baqaee’s
model features competitive firms (hence no markups) and efficiently-allocated capital (no capital wedge).
38 r
λn is equal across households when the social planner is, on the margin, indifferent to transferring a
dollar from any one household to any other. While this formulation is consistent with borrowing constraints,
a neutral utilitarian planner (i.e. λn constant) would, in many models, prefer to transfer money to households
who are more borrowing constrained, since they have higher marginal utilities of income today.
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in particular demographic groups or regions. In the empirical case demonstrated above,
where the bias and homophily effects are zero for all possible policies, Propositions 2 and 3
imply that, when MPCs out of labor and transfer income are the same, the change in welfare
from first period fiscal policies is given by:39
dW 9

ÿ

mn Bh1n

(21)

nPN
1 p1
x1 ´1 dG1 ´ µdτ 1 is the partial equilibrium change in
and recall that Bh1 “ RL
1 L pI ´ X q
household incomes induced by the fiscal policy. Thus, the change in welfare is proportional to
the inner product of household MPCs and how much fiscal policy directly changes household
incomes. Intuitively, this implies that the social planner who seeks to maximize aggregate
income should simply target policies to affect the incomes of households with the highest
MPCs. This intuitive result holds because in the absence of bias and homophily effects,
all households direct their consumption in the same way for the purposes of amplification.
Therefore, the best thing an income-maximizing planner can do is simply target households
with the highest MPCs.
Figure 5 empirically demonstrates the effectiveness of simple MPC targeting for maximizing aggregate output. The left panel scatters household MPCs against the resulting transfers
multiplier from giving them a dollar, revealing an effectively perfect relationship between the
two.40 Note that for the design of fiscal transfers, even the IO network and industry labor
shares are irrelevant. The social planner simply needs to know the distribution of households
MPCs to design policy that maximizes aggregate GDP.
By contrast, the right panel shows that it is not sufficient to target the sectors employing
the highest MPC workers – while there is a positive relationship between the MPC of a
sector’s employees and the purchases multiplier in a sector, the correlation is well below 1.
Rather, maximally expansionary purchases policy targets those sectors such that when their
production expands, accounting for the intermediates goods they use and the intermediates
used by the producers of those intermediates and so on, the resulting change in labor income
ends up in the hands of the highest MPC agents. While this requires no knowledge of
39

For a formal statement and proof, see the proof of Proposition 3.
Note that the MPC that we use in Figure 5 is estimated using unemployment as the identifying shock,
and therefore captures the consumption response to a potentially persistent shock. The MPC that is better
suited for the analysis of fiscal policy would be the MPC out of a transitory shock. If the MPC out of these
two shocks are highly correlated across demographic groups, this difference should be less important for the
question of which demographic groups to target. While it is hard to test this explicitly, the cross-demographic
patterns in MPCs that we utilize here have a correlation of above 0.5 with self-reported MPCs from survey
data (Jappelli and Pistaferri, 2014) and have similar patterns as those in response to tax rebates (Parker
et al., 2013).
40
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Fig. 5. Left: the effectiveness of targeting transfer stimulus by household MPCs. Right: the effectiveness
of targeting government purchases stimulus by the average MPC of workers in each industry-region pair.

the direction of household spending, it does rely on an understanding of the structure of
production – through the input-output network and labor rationing. The planner must
work out the final labor income consequences of their spending and target according to the
MPC of the workers receiving that terminal labor income. This echoes results in Baqaee
(2015), which emphasizes the need to adjust labor shares for the input-output structure of
production. This difference is quantitatively important; the right panel of Figure 5 shows
how naively targeting sectors employing the highest MPC workers is effective but leaves
much of the gains from targeting on the table.
To the extent that transfer policy bypasses these complications by directly giving income
to households, it is easier to target than government purchases. The clear caveat is that
government purchases may have direct value. If this is the case, our analysis shows how
much stimulus would have to be sacrificed to obtain that direct value, enabling a policymaker
with knowledge of the value of direct government purchases to determine which policy to
optimally pursue.
6.2.1.

Quantifying Gains from MPC-Targeting

The large dispersion in multipliers across sectors in Figure 2 suggests that the potential
gains from targeting both transfers and government purchases are quite large. We begin
quantifying the potential gains from targeting the highest-multiplier segments of the economy by comparing the maximum purchases and transfers multipliers to those of untargeted
purchases and untargeted transfers. For purchases, the change in GDP due to a shock that
targets each industry-region pair proportionally to its value added is 1.30. While this number
is sizeable, the estimates in Figure 2 demonstrate that had the policymaker instead spent on
the state-industry pair with the highest multiplier – which we estimate to be 1.61 in the oil
34

and gas extraction industry in Georgia – the additional GDP induced by the same amount
of spending policy would be twice as large. For transfer spending, we find that uniformly
distributing a dollar to all household would lead to an increase in GDP of 77 cents. In
contrast, if the government instead gave that dollar to the group with the highest multiplier
– which we estimate is black men in South Carolina aged between 25-35 who earn less than
$22,000 – it would generate 1.78 additional units of value added, a 130% increase over the
uniform baseline.
While it may be possible for the social planner to achieve the maximum multiplier for
small fiscal stimulus programs, for larger programs, the social planner likely will be constrained in the amount that she can transfer to any one segment of the economy. We
benchmark the gains from targeting larger transfer schemes by comparing the impact of
a CARES-act-like policy – one that transfers $1,200 to each individual making less than
$75,000 annually – to more targeted alternatives.41 Putting these stylized transfers into our
model,42 we find that GDP increases by 79 cents for each dollar spent. Figure 6 shows the
multiplier that can be achieved in our model if the government spends the same amount but
makes payments of different sizes and targets those payments to households based solely on
their MPCs. For example, the value at $2,000 shows the multiplier that the model predicts if
the government gives $2,000 dollars to each worker in order of their MPCs until they exhaust
their budget. This calculation shows that, with a maximum transfer size of $1,200, the multiplier on the income-targeted transfer (0.79) is very close to the multiplier with maximal
MPC targeting (0.8), suggesting that income-targeting is effective given the constraint of
transferring no more than $1,200 to each individual. However, the government can achieve a
higher multiplier by transferring larger amounts to fewer but higher-MPC workers. Indeed,
increasing the transfer to $2,500 produces a multiplier of 1.02, almost 30% higher than the
benchmark policy, with the same budget.43
41
This is a rough characterization of the CARES act, which included several additional details.
Specifically, eligibility depended on household income in the case of married couples and payments
depended on the number of dependents. See https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/cares/
assistance-for-american-workers-and-families for the details of the stimulus payments.
42
We transfer $1,200 (2020 USD) to each employed worker with income below $65,000 (2012 USD).
43
Of course, an important caveat is that households MPCs could themselves be a function of size of the
shock. Using lottery winnings in Norway, Fagereng et al. (2019) find that MPCs fall with the size of the
award, with those receiving the equivalent of up to $2,000 US dollars having an average MPC close to 1,
those receiving the equivalent of $5,000 having an MPC of around 0.9 and and those receiving the equivalent
of $8,000 having an MPC of around 0.5. These estimates loosely suggest that there is substantial scope to
increase the size of transfer payments above the $1,200 threshold before substantially altering the magnitude
of household MPCs.
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Fig. 6. Transfer amounts are inflated to 2020 dollars.

6.3.

Fiscal Policy with Localized Shocks

While our theoretical and empirical results imply very simple fiscal rules in the case
where the planner seeks to simply maximize aggregate GDP, our framework also provides
a flexible toolkit for evaluating the welfare effects of fiscal policy targeting more localized
economic downturns, where not all marginal labor is supplied by underemployed households
with zero marginal disutility from labor. For example, suppose the initial shock to which the
policymaker is responding is very concentrated in some areas and underemployment is less
widespread. In this case, if the planner continues to have no redistributional preferences, the
welfare effect of government purchases equals:
dW “ ´

ÿ

µn ∆n d`1n

(22)

nPN

Equation 22 demonstrates that the planner does not simply wish to maximize aggregate
income, but also wants to direct stimulus to those households who are most severely underemployed. Accordingly, the planner should target not only households with high MPCs but
also those with high labor wedges, those who buy goods produced by households with high
labor wedges, etc.
To illustrate how our framework can be applied in this setting, we study the optimal
targeting of government purchases during the Great Recession, which – although widespread
– had much more severe impacts on certain regions and demographic groups. To do so,
we augment our existing estimates with estimates of regional-demographic-specific rationing
wedges. In Appendix E, we provide two microfoundations in which the rationing wedge
for each demographic group in each state is given by the percentage change in labor hours
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worked by that group in the Recession relative to the preceding period.44 To compute the
welfare effects of fiscal policy, we can then simply combine changes in hours worked at the
state-demographic level in the ACS from 2005-6 and 2009-10, and take the product with
the induced spending-to-labor-income map that we have already estimated. This delivers
the welfare gain from the stimulus benefit associated with spending one dollar in a specific
industry in a specific state in the middle of the Great Recession.
This analysis illustrates that in the presence of localized shocks, targeting industryregions simply based on their multipliers or their labor wedges alone is somewhat effective
but leaves significant gains on the table. To the first point, we find that – across all sectorregion pairs – the multiplier on a dollar of government purchases is somewhat, but not
perfectly predictive of its welfare effect, with an estimated R2 of 69% (see the left panel of
Figure A6 in Appendix G). The average level of labor wedges of workers in a given region and
industry is similarly predictive of the welfare effect of stimulus targeting that industry and
region, with an R2 of 72% (See the right panel of Figure A6 in Appendix G). Combined, the
average level of labor wedges and multipliers have an R2 of 78% in predicting welfare effects.
Thus, while the planner can achieve large welfare gains by considering either sectoral-regional
multipliers or underemployment in isolation, there are also welfare gains from considering
them jointly and incorporating more detailed information.45

7.

Historical and Counterfactual Exercises

In order to shed light on how our analysis might differ in other countries or time periods
within the US, we perform three counterfactual exercises. Each exercise varies one the three
key blocks of the generalized multiplier in Proposition 1 – the IO network, employment
linkages, or consumption patterns – while keeping the other two fixed at our estimates for
the 2012 US economy. We alternately consider the effects of weakened input-output linkages,
historical (i.e. higher) sectoral labor shares, and increased income inequality.
44

In particular, this is true if either (i) all households within a group are homogeneously employed, have
quadratic labor disutility and apply a zero utility discount rate to the future or (ii) all households within a
group are probabilistically totally unemployed or fully employed.
45
As the Great Recession featured widespread underemployment, it is perhaps unsurprising that around
two thirds of the welfare gains from fiscal stimulus can be explained by the size of fiscal multipliers. In the
case of a more localized shock or recessionary episode, heterogeneity in wedges would play a greater role;
our framework still facilitates such an evaluation.
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7.1.

The Role of IO Linkages

A salient feature of our calibration is that firms have large input shares (the average is
around 45%). As a result, demand shocks to one industry-region are spread across other,
upstream sectors as well as other regions – even before reaching households. In this section we
explore the effects of the rich IO linkages in our economy by considering a stark counterfactual
in which firms have zero input shares, instead directing revenues only to primary factors.
p 1 “ 0, so
More formally, we modify our calibration in the following way: First, we set X
that no firms use inputs. Second, so as to hold fixed the total cost of production, we rescale
each firm’s marginal demand for each labor type, capital, and foreign factors proportionally to
the reduction in input expenditure. Interpreting this alternative calibration as a “no-inputs”
economy, we ask two questions. First, how does input usage shape the fiscal multiplier of
a GDP-proportional purchases shock? Second, how does input usage shape the degree of
heterogeneity in purchases and transfers multipliers across different shocks?
We begin with the aggregate question. Recall we have already shown in Section 5.2.1 that
our finding of negligible bias and homophily effects holds in a range of alternative calibrations
(including this one). How IO linkages affect the fiscal multiplier of a GDP-proportional
purchases shock, then, only depends on how they determine the shock’s incidence onto highor low-MPC households. As an empirical matter, we find that the presence of IO linkages
has no effect on incidence: the aggregate purchases multiplier is 1.30 in either case.
However, IO linkages do affect the distribution of multipliers. In fact, starting from
an economy with zero bias and homophily effects, weakening IO linkages always increases
the difference between the largest and smallest industry-region purchases multipliers, as
we show theoretically in Appendix C.2. As discussed in Section 5.2.3, this is because IO
linkages serve to dilute the incidence of a shock by spreading shocks to firms with the highestMPC (or lowest-MPC) workers across others in their supply chain whose workers have more
moderate MPCs. Figure 7 shows that, in practice, removing inputs spreads out not only the
highest and lowest industry-region multipliers, but also the whole distribution. At the same
time, the distribution of transfers multipliers is unaffected, since transfers reach households
directly, rather than through the IO network. Thus, targeting government purchases (but
not transfers) is relatively more important in economies with weaker input linkages.

7.2.

The Decline of the Labor Share

Our model allows us to consider not only hypothetical counterfactuals but also actual,
historical changes in the structure of the economy. One salient change over the past sev38
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Fig. 7. Multipliers for state-industry-level purchases shocks and state-demographic-level transfers shocks.
Differences in input linkages are more relevant for purchases shocks.

eral years is the well-documented decline in the labor share in the US (Karabarbounis and
Neiman, 2014; Dorn, Katz, Patterson, and Van Reenen, 2017). Indeed, Hazell (2019) provides empirical evidence that this reduction in the labor share has dampened unemployment
fluctuations. In this section, we perform a similar exercise in our model, comparing the
purchases and transfers multipliers as industry-specific labor shares change from their 2000
to 2012 levels. Intuitively, if spending is directed away from high-MPC workers and toward
low-MPC shareholders, aggregate amplification should fall.
Our methodology is as follows. We assume that, within each year and each industry,
the shares of employee compensation in revenue is constant across states. We obtain these
shares from the BEA use tables in 2000 and 2012. The left panel of Figure A20 shows
the distribution of labor shares of revenue by industry in each year. The aggregate labor
share of value added fell from 59.2% in 2000 to 54.9% in 2012; the aggregate labor share
of revenue fell from 32.1% to 30.0%. We maintain our earlier, 2012-based, estimates of
demographic-specific consumption baskets and MPCs, demographic employment by region,
and input-output network. We allocate the difference in labor income between 2000 and
2012 to a factor with MPC zero; this can be understood as a foreign factor or as profits
accruing to MPC-zero shareholders.46
Unsurprisingly, in line with our theoretical results in Appendix C.2, the reduction in
the labor share leads to a smaller fiscal multiplier, as revenues are directed to lower-MPC
households. We estimate an aggregate purchases multiplier of 1.338 in 2000 and 1.300 in
2012. Figure 8 shows the sorted distributions of purchases and transfers multipliers across
all shocks, for 2000 and 2012. The distribution of purchases multipliers shifts down, as less
of the income from a given change in demand flows to workers and more flows to low-MPC
46

We obtain qualitatively and quantitatively similar results if we allocate this income to capitalists with
MPC 0.028, following Chodorow-Reich et al. (2019).
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factors. Still, the multiplier does not fall for every state-industry pair. The right panel
of Figure A20 shows that a few industries – namely those with sufficiently increased labor
shares – have higher multipliers in 2012 than in 2000.
For transfers multipliers, the response to changing labor shares is almost zero. This is
because transfers target households of each MPC directly, so that differences in the labor
share only affect the multiplier to second order in MPCs.

7.3.

Rising Labor Income Inequality

While the previous exercise speaks to changes in the distribution of aggregate income between labor and capital, labor incomes themselves have also become more unequally divided
between US workers over the last several decades, seen both in an increase in the college
wage premium and a steep rise in the labor incomes at the top of the distribution (Smith,
Yagan, Zidar, and Zwick (2019), Autor (2014)). We consider the effect of a “hollowing
out” of the income distribution within occupations, for example due to a within-industry
decline in cognitive routine tasks, on the distribution of multipliers. Concretely, within in
each industry, within each race-sex-age group, we reallocate labor income initially earned by
the middle income group evenly between the lowest and highest income earners of the same
demographic and industry of employment. This has an almost zero effect on the distributions of multipliers. This is because, within race-age-sex groups, the dependence of MPC on
income is approximately linear (see Figure A21). Therefore, while labor income inequality
may in principle affect fiscal multipliers, it must do so by changing MPCs conditional on
income or re-sorting workers across industries or regions.
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8.

Conclusion

This paper develops expressions for how fiscal policies affect economic activity in the
presence of heterogeneous households and firms and takes these formulae to the data to
characterize the dimensions of heterogeneity that affect the efficacy of stimulus policy. We
build a Keynesian model with rich household heterogeneity in MPC magnitudes and directions, industrial and spatial linkages, and differential employment sensitivity. All of these
elements can be unified into a single, reduced-form network that maps the marginal spending of any given household to the marginal income of factor owners producing the goods the
household consumes. We provide a novel decomposition to understand the importance of
these rich interconnections, capturing heterogeneity with three corrections to the standard
representative-agent Keynesian multiplier.
Empirically, we find that despite a rich regional, input-output and consumption structure,
the government can implement maximally expansionary policy by simply targeting either
their spending or transfers to households with the highest MPCs. Indeed, we show that
concentrating transfers among the highest MPC households can increase the effect of the
policy on GDP by up to 130%. Despite the empirical unimportance of the details of the
economy for fiscal multipliers, large spillovers make fine-grained modelling of the network
structure of the economy necessary for understanding the distributional impacts of stimulus.
Our results have important implications for the design of fiscal policy. In particular, governments should understand the opportunity costs associated with untargeted fiscal spending. While other important implementation or political constraints may have weighted in
favor of uniform stimulus checks, the above analysis suggests that untargeted fiscal policies
responding to the Great Recession and COVID-19 may have left substantial gains on the
table – on the order of several hundred billions of dollars.
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Appendix to Fiscal Policy in a Networked Economy
by Flynn, Patterson, and Sturm
A.

Omitted Proofs

The formal results in Sections 2, 3, and 6 are stated for the model presented in the text,
but also hold in a generalization of the model in which households experience preference
shocks (such as discount rate shocks) and—except where noted otherwise—firms experience
technology shocks. They also allow household consumption to respond differently to first
period labor supply and first-period transfers.
We model technology shocks in a reduced form way by allowing the production function
of each firm j in each period t to depend on a technology parameter zjt , so that its output is
given by Fjt pXjt , Ltj , zjt q. Since, in the presence of technology shocks, the vector of all prices
p “ tpti utPt1,2u,iPI is endogenous, we assume that households’ Marshallian demands depend
on prices in addition to taxes and first-period labor supply.
As supply shocks can affect input demands directly, partial equilibrium supply shocks
directly affect gross output – i.e. the vector of firm production Qti “ Fit pXit , Lti , zit q – rather
than value added. As it is strictly more general, we will in the context of supply shocks
consider partial equilibrium shocks BQ1 to first-period gross output rather than to firstperiod value added (BY 1 of the main text).
We model household preference shocks in a similarly reduced form way by allowing each
household type n’s first- and second-period household consumption and second-period labor
supply to depend additionally on a preference shock θn . Incorporating preference shocks and
prices, consumption and second-period labor supply are therefore given by ctj pp, `1n , τn , θn q
and lj2 pp, `1n , τn , θn q. Throughout our proofs we let θ ” pθ1 , ..., θn q and denote by Cit pp, `1 , τ, θq
aggregate consumption demands as a function of, among other things, preference shocks:
Cjt pp, `1 , τ, θq “

ÿ

µn ctnj pp, `1n , τn , θn q.

(A1)

nPN

A.1.

Proof of Proposition 1

We prove the proposition in the case of more general partial equilibrium shocks to gross
output, thereby nesting supply and preference shocks in addition to fiscal shocks.
Proposition 4. Given any rationing equilibrium, the local change in equilibrium first period
value added dY 1 following any small shock to parameters contained in SpantdG, dθ, dτ, dzu
1

with a first-period partial equilibrium effect BQ1 is given by:47
ˆ
1

dY “

p 1 m R1 1 L
p1
I ´ C
L

´
¯´1 ˙´1
1
x
I ´X
BQ1

(A2)

Proof. We simply apply the implicit function theorem to the goods market clearing condition.
Namely, our differentiability assumptions allow us to express
x1 dQ1 ` X
x1 dzQ1 ` C 1 pz dz ` C 11 d`1 ` C 1 dτ ` C 1 dθ ` dG
dQ1 “ X
θ
τ
p
z
`
´
¯´1
1 p1
x1
d`1 “ RL
I ´X
dY 1 .
1L

(A3)

x1 dzQ1 `C 1 pz dz`C 1 dτ `C 1 dθ`dG, recalling the definition C
p 1 m “ C 11 ,
Defining BQ1 “ X
z
p
τ
θ
`
1
and substituting for d` , we have
´
¯
´
¯´1
x1 dQ1 “ C
p 1 mR1 1 L
p1 I ´ X
x1
I ´X
dY 1 ` BQ1
L

(A4)

x1 qdQ1 and solving for dY 1 completes the proof.
Finally, recognizing that dY 1 “ pI ´ X

A.2.

Proof of Proposition 2

In this Appendix, we provide a general version of Proposition 2 in order to accommodate
(a) changes to fiscal policy in both periods, (b) preference shocks, and (c) more general
household preferences.
We consider the general case in which household behavior may depend flexibly on the
variables outside of their control. Namely, consumption ctn and second-period labor supply
`2n are given by Marshallian demands
ctn “ ctn p`1n , τn , θn q

`2n “ `2n p`1n , τn , θn q

(A5)

where here we have excluded price dependence since we will not consider supply shocks.
Next, for any change in fiscal policies and preferences ∆ ” p∆G, ∆τ, ∆θq, define by B∆ c1n
each household of type n’s change in first-period consumption due to the direct effects ∆ on
labor supply, income, and preferences, to first-order in ∆
B∆ c1n ” c1n`1n p`1n , τn , θn q
47

1 1 p1
x1 q´1 ∆G1 ` c1 p`1 , τn , θn q∆τn ` c1 p`1 , τn , θn q∆θn .
R 1 L pI ´ X
nτn n
nθn n
µn L
(A6)

In the proof, we derive an explicit expression for BQ1

2

Defining mn∆ ” 1T B∆ c1n , we express B∆ c1n as the product of n’s MPC out of ∆ with its MPC
direction out of ∆ , i.e. B∆ c1n ” p
c1n∆ m∆n . Finally, we let m∆ be the N ˆ N diagonal matrix
p 1 be the I ˆ N matrix of consumption directions p
c1n∆ across
with entries m∆n , we let C
∆
households, and we let
´
¯´1
1 p1
1
x
p1
G∆ ” R 1 L I ´ X
C
(A7)
L

∆

denote the spending-to-income network out of ∆.
Our generalization of Proposition 2 decomposes the change in first-period aggregate value
added due to a small change in fiscal policy along the direction ∆:
Proposition 5. The change in first-period aggregate value added with respect to a small
change in fiscal policy and preferences in direction ∆ indexed by  can be approximated as:
˜
1
1
dY
“1T ∆G1 `
E
`E
1T
h˚ rmn s
µ rm∆n s ´ Eh˚ rmn s
looomooon
looooooooooomooooooooooon
d
1 ´ Eh˚ rmn s
RA Keynesian effect

Incidence effect

(A8)

¸
`
˘
next
next
`E
µ rm∆n s Eµ rm∆n s ´ Eh˚ rmn s ` Cov
µ rm∆n , m∆n s
looooooooomooooooooon
loooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooon

` O3 p|m|q

Homophily effect

Biased spending direction effect

` T
˘
where h˚ is any reference income weighting of unit-magnitude and mnext
∆n “ m G ∆ n is the
average MPC-out-of-labor-income of households who receive as income i’s marginal dollar of
spending induced by ∆.
p1 “ 1T
Proof. From the general version of Proposition 1 in Appendix A.1, and using that 1T C
we have
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3

Next, letting bT∆ ” 1T ` bT mnext
for mnext
” mG ∆ , we rewrite this as
∆
∆

1T

dY 1
“ 1T ∆G1 ` Eµ rm∆n b∆n s
d
“ 1T ∆G1 ` Eµ rm∆n sEµ rb∆n s ` Covµ rm∆n , b∆n s
“ 1T ∆G1 ` Eµ rm∆n sEµ r1 ` bn m∆n s ` Covµ rm∆n , b∆n s
“ 1T ∆G1 ` Eµ rm∆n sEh˚ r1 ` bn mn s ` Eµ rm∆n s pEµ rbn m∆n s ´ Eh˚ rbn mn sq ` Covµ rm∆n , bn mnext
∆n s
(A10)

This exact decomposition in terms of Bonacich centralities can be expressed as an approximate decomposition in terms of MPCs. Concretely, noting that bn “ 1´E 1˚ rmn s ` Op|m|q,
h
we have

1T

dY 1
1
“ 1T ∆G1 ` Eµ rm∆n s
d
1 ´ Eh˚ rmn s
Eµ rm∆n s ´ Eh˚ rmn s Covµ rm∆n , bn mnext
∆n s
` Eµ rm∆n s
`
` O3 p|m|q
1 ´ Eh˚ rmn s
1 ´ Eh˚ rmn s
ˆ
1
“ 1T ∆G1 `
Eh˚ rmn s ` Eµ rm∆n s ´ Eh˚ rmn s
1 ´ Eh˚ rmn s
˙
s
` O3 p|m|q
` Eµ rm∆n s pEµ rm∆n s ´ Eh˚ rmn sq ` Covµ rm∆n , bn mnext
∆n

(A11)

To see how Proposition 2 follows from this result, observe that µn m∆n collapses to mn Bh1n
when we restrict to changes in spending and transfers, and restrict consumption to be a
function of net household first period income. It follows immediately that we can write
Equation A8 in the form claimed in the main text:

1T dY 1 “1T dG1 `

1

˜

1 ´ Eh˚ rmn s

E
h˚ rmn s
looomooon
RA Keynesian effect

`E
Bh1 rmn s ´ Eh˚ rmn s
looooooooooomooooooooooon
Incidence effect

(A12)

¸
`
˘
CovBh1 rmn , mnext
` looooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooon
EBh1 rmn s EBh1 rmnext
n s
n s ´ Eh˚ rmn s ` loooooooooomoooooooooon

` O p|m|q

Homophily effect

Biased spending direction effect

A.3.

3

Proof of Proposition 3

Proof. We first provide a lemma characterizing the marginal change in welfare for a more
general welfare function in which households have instrumental value of government purchases given by wnt pGt q and that considers changes in policy in both periods.
Lemma 1. The change in welfare dW due to a small change in taxes and government

4

purchases in the first period—at a constant interest rate—can be expressed as:
«
dW “

ÿ
nPN

rn µn
λ

dτ 2
´ ∆n d`1n ´ dτn1 ` p1 ´ φn q n
1`r
ˆ

˙

W T Pn2 2
` W T Pn1 dG1 ` p1 ´ φn q
dG
1`r
ˆ

˙ ff
(A13)

wt

is household n’s marginal willingness to pay for government expenditure
where W T Pnt “ κnG
t
n
in period t and φn is the household’s borrowing wedge, defined implicitly by:
κ1n “ βn

1`r 2
κ
1 ´ φn n

(A14)

Proof. To begin, we define κtn to be n’s marginal value of additional expenditure in period
t, i.e. for all i, utnci “ κtn (recall prices are normalized to one). Therefore,
dW “

ÿ

λn µn

ÿ

nPN

t“1,2

ÿ

ÿ

´
¯
t
βnt´1 utnc dctn ´ vnt 1 d`tn ` wnG
dGt
„

“
nPN

λn µn

βnt´1

ˆ
κtn

1

T

dctn

t“1,2

˙

vnt 1 t
t
t
´ t d`n ` wnG dG
κn

(A15)

Next note that in the second period, free labor supply implies vn2 1 “ κ2n . In the first, there
may be some wedge ∆n such that vn1 1 “ κ1n p1 ` ∆n q; a positive wedge indicates that n works
as if the wage was higher than it is, i.e. oversupplies labor; a negative wedge represents
involuntary un(der)employment. In these terms, we have
«
dW “

ÿ
nPN

λn κ1n µn

ˆ 1
˙
2
ÿ κt
` T t
˘
wnG 1 βn wnG
n t´1
1
t
2
´ ∆n d`n `
β
1 dcn ´ d`n `
dG `
dG
1 n
1
1
κ
κ
κ
n
n
n
t“1,2

ff

(A16)
rn “ λn κ1 . Also note that
Next, define λ
n
modified Euler equation:
κ1n “ βn

κtn t´1
β
κ1n n

“ 1 for t “ 1. For t “ 2, we use the

1`r 2
κ
1 ´ φn n

(A17)

where φn is a borrowing wedge. φn ě 0 is positive when households behave as if interest
rates are higher than in reality, i.e. consume more in the future than they would like; this
corresponds to borrowing constraints. This gives us
dW “

„
ˆ
˙ 2
˙
¯
¯ ˆ 1
´
´
rn µn ´∆n d`1 ` 1T dc1 ´ d`1 ` 1 ´ φn 1T dc2 ´ d`2 ` wnG dG1 ` 1 ´ φn wnG dG2
λ
n
n
n
n
n
1`r
κ1n
1`r
κ2n
nPN
ÿ

(A18)

5

Differentiating the household’s lifetime budget constraint (at constant r):

1T dc1n ´ d`1n `

1T dc2n ´ d`2n
1`r

“ ´dτn1 ´

dτn2
1`r

(A19)

Plugging this in, we have:
dW “

¸ff
«
˜
ˆ
ˆ
˙ 2
´
¯
1
2 ˙
wnG
1 ´ φn wnG
1
2
r n µn ´∆n d`1 ` φn 1T dc1 ´ d`1 ´ p1 ´ φn q dτ 1 ` dτn
`
dG
`
dG
λ
n
n
n
n
1`r
κ1n
1`r
κ2n
nPN
ÿ

(A20)

For households with non-strictly-binding borrowing constraints, φn “ 0. For households
with φn ą 0, the borrowing constraint binds:
sn “ ln1 ´ τn1 ´ 1T c1n ùñ 1T dc1n ´ d`1n “ ´dτn1

(A21)

Defining the within-period willingness to pay for government purchases as W T Pnt “
arrive at the final expression:
«
dW “

ÿ
nPN

rn µn ´
λ

ˆ
∆n d`1n

´

dτn1

dτ 2
` p1 ´ φn q n
1`r

˙

ˆ
`

W T Pn1 dG1

W T Pn2 2
` p1 ´ φn q
dG
1`r

t
wnG
,
κtn

we

˙ ff
(A22)

Completing the proof of the lemma.
The claimed result then follows immediately by zeroing all second period policy variations
and willingness to pay for government spending.
We now prove the additional welfare formulae claimed in the text (Equations 21 and
22). Equation 22 follows immediately from the results above. To derive equation 21, recall
rn “ 1 for all
that we assumed: the modified welfare weights are uniform across households (λ
n P N ), there is no willingness to pay for government purchases (W T Pn1 “ 0 for all n P N ),
and all underemployed households have zero marginal disutility of labor (if ∆n ă 0 then
∆n “ ´1). Thus, Equation 20 reduces to:
dW “ µT d`1 ´ µT dτ 1

(A23)

Moreover, by the formula for the multiplier, we have that:
`
˘´1 ` 1
˘
µd`1 “ Γ1 I ´ C`11 Γ1
dG ´ C`11 µdτ 1

6

(A24)

1
p1
where Γ1 “ RL
1 L

´
¯´1
x1
I ´X
. Combining these equations and rearranging:

`
˘´1 ` 1
˘
dW “ 1T Γ1 I ´ C`11 Γ1
dG ´ C`11 µdτ 1 ´ µT dτ 1
”`
ı
`
˘´1 1
˘´1 1 1
“ 1T I ´ C`11 Γ1
dG ´ 1T I ´ Γ1 C`11
Γ C`1 ` I µdτ 1
`
˘´1 1
`
˘´1
“ 1T I ´ C`11 Γ1
dG ´ 1T I ´ Γ1 C`11
µdτ 1

(A25)

We now use the final assumption made that the bias and homophily effects are zero for all
possible policies. To this end, we first show that, if the bias and homophily effects are zero
for all purchases and transfers shocks relative to some baseline income incidence h˚ , then
“ Eh˚ rmn1 s.
either mn “ 0 or mnext
n
To start, fixing a single type n P N , consider the bias term corresponding to a transfers
shock with direct incidence Bh1 “ ên (i.e. only transfering to n).
`
˘
` next
˘
˚
˚ rmn1 s “ mn m
˚ rmn1 s
biashBh1 “ EBh1 rmn s EBh1 rmnext
s
´
E
´
E
h
h
n
n

(A26)

“ Eh˚ rmn1 s.
The assumption that this is zero then implies that either mn “ 0 or mnext
n
p 1 , where C
p 1 is the normalized
“ mT Γ1 C
To apply this fact, recall the definition mnext
n
p 1 m. Our previous observation—that for all n,
matrix of spending directions, i.e. C`11 “ C
mn “ 0 or mnext
“ Eh˚ rmn1 s—then implies that mT Γ1 C`11 “ pmnext qT m “ Eh˚ rmn1 s ¨ mT .
n
Applying this fact to the multipliers in Equation A25, we have

1T I ´ C`11 Γ1
`

˘´1

8
ÿ

“

1T C`11 Γ1
`

˘k

“ 1T ` 1T C`11 Γ1 `

k“0

8
ÿ

1T C`11 Γ1 C`11
`

˘k

Γ1

k“1

“1 `m Γ `
T

T

1

8
ÿ

ˆ
k

T

1

Eh˚ rmn s m Γ “

1`

k“1

(A27)

˙T

1
1 ´ Eh˚ rmn s

m

1

Γ

Similarly, we have that:
8
ÿ
`
˘k
`
˘´1
1T Γ1 C`11 Γ1 C`11
1T I ´ Γ1 C`11
“ 1T ` 1T Γ1 C`11 `
k“1

“ 1T `

ˆ

1
1 ´ Eh˚ rmn s

mT “

1`

1
1 ´ Eh˚ rmn s

˙T
m

(A28)

Substituting (A27) and (A28) into Equation A25 shows that:
ˆ
dW “

1`

1
1 ´ Eh˚ rmn s

7

˙T
` 1 1
˘
m
Γ dG ´ µdτ 1

(A29)

By budget balance, we moreover have that:

1T dG1 ´ 1T µdτ 1 “ 0

(A30)

Thus, as the columns of Γ1 sum to 1, we have that:

1T Γ1 dG1 ´ 1T µdτ 1 “ 0

(A31)

Thus, the change in welfare is simply given by:
dW “

1
1 ´ Eh˚ rmn s

`
˘
mT Γ1 dG1 ´ µdτ 1

yielding the claim given in the text.
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(A32)

B.

Rationing Equilibrium Microfoundation

In this appendix, we set up a generalization of our baseline model to allow for fully general
rationing on either the supply or the demand side of the market when interest rates do not
adjust to clear labor markets. We show that this model reduces to our baseline model under
the following four economic conditions: 1) agents cannot be forced to work more or employ
more workers than they would like 2) rationing is minimally efficient in the sense that it
meets either demand or supply 3) aggregate labor demand is smaller than aggregate labor
supply and 4) there are no income effects in household labor supply. Finally, we sketch an
extension of the model that accommodates multiple types of labor.

B.1.

A general model of labor rationing

As in the main text, a finite number of competitive household types n P N with mass
µn and firms i P I respectively supply and demand a homogeneous labor factor in order to
produce goods over two periods t P t1, 2u. Wages / wage expectations in both periods are
sticky and so are normalized to one, i.e. wt “ 1. Due to a binding ZLB on nominal interest
rates, the real interest rate r is exogenous. We denote by pt “ tpti uiPI the vector of prices in
period t.
Given prices, each household n forms a hypothetical first-period labor supply `˚1
n consistent with optimization subject to only (a) a borrowing constraint in the form of minimum
savings sn and (b) a budget constraint incorporating lump-sum taxes τ “ pτn1 , τn2 q.
`˚1
n P arg max max
2 1 2
`1

` ,c ,c

ÿ

βnt´1 utn pct , `t q

t“1,2

τ2
`2
p 2 c2
` τn1 ` n “ `1 `
1`r
1`r
1`r
1
1 1
1
` ´ p c ´ τn ě sn

s.t p1 c1 `

(A33)

Similarly, each firm i forms a hypothetical first-period labor demand L˚1
n consistent with
t“1
profit maximization, given a CRS production function Fi
that incorporates the single
labor factor as well as a vector of inputs (any goods).
L˚1
p1i Fi1 pX 1 , L1 q ´ p1 X 1 ´ L1
i P arg max max
1
L1

X

(A34)

Next, a non-price mechanism that we refer to as the rationing function assigns to each
household and firm its realized first-period labor supply and demand, respectively, as a
9

˚1
function of the vectors `˚1 “ t`˚1
“ tL˚1
n unPN and L
i uiPI of all hypothetical, preferred labor
supplies and demands, respectively.

`
˘
`1n “ RnS `˚1 , L˚1

`
˘
L1i “ RiD `˚1 , L˚1

(A35)

Although we remain agnostic to the details of labor assignment, we assume the rationing
ř
function assigns equal amounts of labor supply and demand, i.e.
µn RnS p`˚1 , L˚1 q “
nPN
ř D ˚1 ˚1
Ri p` , L q.
iPI

Taking its rationed labor supply as given, each household n chooses second-period labor
supply `2n and vectors of first- and second-period consumption ctn “ tctni uiPI .
p`1n , `2n , c1n , c2n q P arg max
`1 ,`2 ,c1 ,c2

ÿ

βnt´1 utn pct , `t q

t“1,2

p2 c2
`2
τ2
` τn1 ` n “ `1 `
1`r
1`r
1`r
`1 ´ p1 c1 ´ τn1 ě sn

s.t p1 c1 `

(A36)

`1 “ `1n
Taking its rationed labor demand as given, each firm i chooses a vector of first-period inputs
Xi1 “ tXij1 ujPI to maximize profits; in the second period, i chooses both labor L2 and inputs
Xi2 “ tXij2 ujPI to maximize profits given a CRS production function Fit“2 .
pXit , Lti q P arg max pti Fit pX t , Lt q ´ pt X t ´ Lt
X t ,Lt

(A37)
1

s.t L “

L1i

In addition to levying lump-sum taxes τnt on households, the government purchases Gti
units of good i subject to running a balanced budget over the two periods.
ˆ
ÿ

µn

nPN

τn1

1 2
`
τ
1`r n

˙
“ p1 G1 `

1 2 2
pG
1`r

(A38)

Finally, goods markets and the second period labor market clear.
Fit pXit , Lti q “

ÿ
jPI

Xjit `

ÿ

µn ctni ` Gti ,

nPN

ÿ

L2i “

iPI

ÿ

µn ln2

(A39)

nPN

A general rationing equilibrium is therefore defined as follows:
˚1
Definition 2. A general rationing equilibrium is a profile of prices and quantities tpti , `˚1
n , Li ,
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lnt , ctn , Lti , Xijt utPt0,1u,nPN,i,jPI that satisfy conditions (A33) – (A39).

B.2.

Microfounding the Reduced-Form Model

In this section we show how the more reduced-form model of rationing in the main text
can be obtained as a special case of the more general rationing model above. This occurs
under three conditions: That the rationing function satisfies free disposal and allocative
efficiency properties, demand is deficient, and that there are no income effects in labor
supply.
We begin by imposing two intuitive assumptions on the rationing function.
Assumption 1. The rationing function pRS , RD q satisfies the following conditions:
1. Free disposal: For all `˚1 and L˚1 , for all i P I and n P N ,
˘
`
RnS `˚1 , L˚1 ď `˚1
n

and

˘
`
RiD `˚1 , L˚1 ď L˚1
i .

(A40)

2. Allocative efficiency: For all `˚1 and L˚1 , there do not exist i P I and n P N such that
˘
`
RnS `˚1 , L˚1 ă `˚1
n

and

˘
`
RiD `˚1 , L˚1 ă L˚1
i .

(A41)

Free disposal captures the idea that firms and households may always work any amount
less than they are allocated by the rationing function, by simply hiring fewer workers or by
choosing to work fewer jobs or hours, respectively.48 Allocative efficiency posits that the
rationing mechanism ensures there are not firms and workers who would like to be matched,
but are not. We view this as a reasonable assumption when wage stickiness – and not for
example search frictions – is the main friction.
We now impose that we are in a region where aggregate ideal labor demand is less than
aggregate ideal labor supply.
Assumption 2. Parameters are such that there is strictly deficient demand in any equilibř
ř 1˚
rium L1˚
`n .
i ă
iPI

nPN

Finally, we assume that households have the intratemporal preferences of Greenwood,
Hercowitz, and Huffman (1988), so that there are no income effects in labor supply:
48

Of course in practice, some workers are not able to simply accept a fraction of a job. Still, we view this
as a reasonable assumption in the context of deficient labor demand, particularly for lower-income workers,
who are the most exposed to underemployment.
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Assumption 3. Household preferences are GHH, i.e. for all n P N, t P t1, 2u, there exist
concave functions Unt , strictly increasing and homothetic functions vnt , and strictly convex
functions Λtn , all real-valued and increasing, such that for all consumption vectors c and
labor supplies `,
`
˘
utn pc, `q “ Unt vnt pcq ´ Λtn p`q .
(A42)
That our general rationing model reduces under these three assumptions to the one
studied in the main text is shown by the following result:
Proposition 6. Under assumptions 1, 2, and 3, we have that µn `1n “ Rn1 pL˚1 q ” RnS p`˚1 , L˚1 q
49
and L1i “ L˚1
Thus, the set of rationing equilibria and general rationing equilibria are
i .
equal.
Proof. By Assumption 2, we have that demand is strictly deficient

ř
iPI

L1˚
i ă

ř

`1˚
n . Next,

nPN

1
1˚
we claim Assumption 1 implies that if there is strictly deficient demand `1˚
n , then Li “ Li .
To see this, first note that the free disposal property and deficient demand together imply
there exists some n such that `1n ă `˚n . But then if there is some i such that L1i ă L1˚
i ,
allocative efficiency cannot hold, a contradiction.
To complete the proof, it remains only to show that RnS p`1˚ , L1 q “ Rn pL1 q. Observe by
strict monotonicity and homotheticity of vnt and the fact that pt is fixed by Proposition 7,
that each household consumes a fixed basket of goods αnt with non-negative weights on each
1
c̃n uiPI q “ ωnt c̃tn for some constant ωnt ą 0.
good. Moreover, we can write vnt pct q “ vnt ptαni
Each household’s choice of consumption can then be reduced to choosing c̃tn . Recall we can
express the household’s budget constraint as:

p

1

αn1 c̃1

p2 αn2 c̃2
τn2
`2
1
1
`
` τn `
“` `
1`r
1`r
1`r

(A43)

By the intratemporal Euler equation of the household, by strict convexity of Λtn , we can
express their optimal labor supply as:
` t 1 ˘´1 ` t ˘
`t˚
“
Λn
ωn
n

(A44)

´1

if pΛtn 1 q pωnt q lies in the positive reals and zero otherwise. Thus, `t˚
n is constant. Hence, we
S 1˚
1
1
may write Rn p` , L q “ Rn pL q, as claimed.
49

Implicit in the statement that Rn1 pL˚1 q ” RnS p`˚1 , L˚1 q is the claim that RnS p`˚1 , L˚1 q does not depend
on `˚1 .
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B.3.

Extension to multiple labor types and/or labor markets

The microfoundation above can be extended to accommodate many labor types (firm
preferences over workers) and many labor markets (worker preferences over firms) under
a two key additional assumptions. We sketch the arguments here. First, all first period
wages are rigid, as are the expectations of all second period wages (or their absolute and
relative inflation rates). This prevents any adjustment through prices, as in the one-factor
model. Second, there is deficient demand not in just one labor market, but in all of them.
This guarantees that firms are rationed the labor they demand. Again, households’ GHH
preferences ensure that fiscal policies do not affect their preferred levels of labor supply
locally, so that we obtain the same formulation as before. Since the rationing function in the
reduced-form model in the main text conditions on the identities of all workers and all firms,
we may interpret it as matching the appropriate labor types to firms in the appropriate labor
markets, under these conditions of extreme rigidity and demand deficiency.
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C.

Additional Results

Here we present a provide results on properties (including existence) of rationing equilibrium (C.1), provide comparative statics for the multiplier (C.2), analyze benchmark cases in
which various network adjustments to the Keynesian multiplier are zero (C.3), provide first
order conditions for policy changes (C.4), and analyze policy at the optimum (C.5).

C.1.

Equilibrium Properties

In this Appendix, we ensure our analysis of the multiplier is well-posed and eliminate
any nuisance terms that unnecessarily complicate the analysis. To this end, we first provide
a non-substitution theorem that ensures prices are technologically determined – and thus
independent of demand – and, second, prove the existence of a rationing equilibrium.
The following technical conditions on production technologies and household preferences
are sufficient for the non-substitution theorem. Assumption 4 provides basic technical conditions on production and Assumption 5 imposes a simple positivity condition on demand
such that there is demand for all goods.
Assumption 4. For all i, t and zit , production Fit pXit , Lti , zit q is continuous, weakly increasing,
strictly quasi-concave, and homogeneous of degree one in pXit , Lti q. Further, labor is essential
in production, i.e. Fit pXit , 0, zit q “ 0, and production is strictly increasing in labor. Finally,
t
t
t
t
for all t and z t , there exists some pt pz t q P RIą0 and tX i , Li uiPI s.t. for all i, Fit pX i , Li , zit q ě 1
t
t
and pt X i ` Li ď pti .50
Assumption 5. For any p, `1 , τ, θ: for each good i and time t, some household type n has
ctni ą 0.
Under these two rather weak assumptions, we can show that:
Proposition 7. Under Assumptions 4 and 5, for each t P t1, 2u and for any given z t , there
exists a unique pt P RIě0 consistent with rationing equilibrium, independent of demand. Also,
all components of pt are strictly positive.
Proof. We prove the existence of demand-independent prices with lattice-theoretic argument
similar to that of Acemoglu and Azar (2020) and their uniqueness with an argument similar
to that of Stiglitz (1970).
Preliminaries
50

A sufficient but not necessary condition is that every good can be produced using only labor.
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Fix a time period t P t1, 2u, a vector of productivity parameters z t , and a firm i P I. We
define i’s unit cost function (at this time and technology) κi : RIą0 Ñ R as the function that
maps any strictly positive vector of firm prices to i’s least cost of production:
κi ppq ”

Xit ,Lti ě0,

min
t
t

Fi pXi ,Lti ,z t qě1

pXit ` Lti .

(A45)

This function is well-defined since—because i can produce a unit of output with the input
t
t
bundle X i , Li —we may WLOG restrict the domain of (A45) to the set
"
Xit P RIě0 , Lti P Rě0
t

ˇ
*
ˇ
κ
ppq
i
t
t
t
t
t
t
ˇ @j P I, Xij ď
, Li ď κi ppq, Fi pXi , Li , z q ě 1
ˇ
pj

(A46)

t

where κi ppq ” pX i ` Li This set is compact by Fit p¨, ¨, z t q’s continuity, from Assumption 4,
so since the objective of (A45) is continuous, a minimum exists.
Now note that by Assumption 5 and market clearing, each firm i P I has strictly positive
output in any equilibrium. Firm optimization and CRS therefore imply that each firm’s price
is equal to its cost; otherwise it could profit by scaling up or down. Since labor is essential
(from Assumption 4) and has a wage normalized to one, this cost must moreover be strictly
positive in any equilibrium. We conclude that any equilibrium price vector p P RIě0 must be
strictly positive and satisfy:
@i P I, pi “ κi ppq.
(A47)
The remainder of the proof shows that such a price vector exists and is unique.
Existence
Recall the price vector p ” pt pz t q from Assumption 4. By that assumption and the
definition of κi , we have
@i P I, κi ppq ď pi .
(A48)
Moreover, we claim that for small enough α ą 0
@i P I,

κi pαpq ě αpi .

(A49)

To see this suppose not. Then there exists a sequence tαk u such that αk Ñ 0, (since I is
finite) a firm i, and a sequence of input bundles tXik , Lki u such that Xik P RIě0 , Lki P Rě0 and
for all k P N,
and
αpXik ` Lki ă αpi .
Fit pXik , Lki , zit q ě 1
(A50)
Since by assumption all components of p are strictly positive, this implies Lki Ñ 0 and each
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Xik ď ppi . But then Fit p¨, ¨, zit q’s continuity (from Assumption 4) and the Bolzano-Weierstrass
Theorem imply that Fit pXi8 , 0, zit q ě 1 at some (finite) limit point Xi8 of pXik qkPN . This
contradicts that labor is essential (Assumption 4).
Since—as is immediate from the definition (A45)—each cost function κi is monotonically
increasing, the observations above imply that the function κ “ pκ1 , ..., κ|I| q maps the set
P”

ź
rαpi , pi s

(A51)

iPI

to itself for some α ą 0, namely one sufficiently small that the previous argument carries.
Since P endowed with the standard component-wise partial order is a complete lattice,
Tarski’s fixed point theorem implies that the set of fixed points of κ on P is a complete
lattice. In particular, it is non-empty. This implies the existence of a strictly positive
solution to the fixed-point problem (A47).
Uniqueness
Suppose that pt and pt1 are two strictly positive solutions (A47). We will show pt “ pt1 .
Let pXit qiPI and pLti qiPI be any vectors of firm-specific cost-minimizing unit input demands
p t be the I ˆ I diagonal
xt be the I ˆ I matrix with pi, jq entry X t and L
at pt , and let X
ji
matrix with ith entry Lti . The price-cost fixed point equation (A47) at pt can therefore be
written:
xt pt ` L
p t1
pt “ X
(A52)
xt is invertible, so that we have
We moreover claim that I ´ X
t

´

xt
p “ I ´X

¯´1

p t 1.
L

(A53)

xt pt qi for all i P I. This
To see why, recall that since labor is essential for each good, pti ą pX
xt is invertible, because if for any vector v, v “ X
xt v, then for all α P R such that
implies I ´ X
xt has all positive entries implies then pt ` αv ą X
xt ppt ` αvq ě 0.
pt ` αv ě 0, the fact that X
Since pt is strictly positive, this is only possible when v “ 0.
By cost-minimization, we have the component-wise inequality
xt pt1 ` L
p t 1,
pt1 ď X

which implies

´
¯´1
xt
p t “ pt .
pt1 ď I ´ X
L

(A54)

The same argument implies pt1 ď pt , so pt “ pt1 .

The existence of unique, positive prices p1 pz 1 q, p2 pz 2 q P RIą consistent with equilibrium
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allows us to reduce the number of endogenous price variables in considering comparative
statics that keep z 1 and z 2 fixed. Implicit in this non-substitution economy is the assumption
that good prices respond instantaneously to changes in technology, which is irrelevant in the
case of demand shocks.
Moreover, combining Proposition 7 with constant returns to scale technology implies a
simple form for aggregate input and labor demands. To see this, first define the unit input
and labor demands
`

˘
p t pz t q, L
pt pz t q ” arg
X
i
i

pXit ,Lti q

s.t.

min
t

Fi pXit ,Lti ,zit qě1

pt pz t qXit ` Lti

(A55)

where by Proposition 7, pt pz t q is the unique price vector consistent with rationing equilibrium.
These demands are well-defined because (a) a minimum cost exists by the argument in
the first step of the proof of Proposition 7 and (b) production is strictly quasi-concave by
Assumption 4. We now claim:
Corollary 1. In any rationing equilibrium, aggregate demands X t and the vector of firmspecific labor demands Lt are given by:
xt pz t qQt
Xt “ X

p t pz t qQt
Lt “ L

(A56)

xt pz t q is the matrix with ith column X
p t pz t q is the diagonal matrix with ith
p t pz t q and L
where X
i
pt pz t q.
entry L
i
Proof. CRS implies that for a firm producing Qti units in equilibrium,
p t pz t q Lt “ Qt L
pt t
Xit “ Qti X
i
i
i i pz q

(A57)

Stacking these equations over I t gives
xt pz t qQt
Xt “ X

p t pz t qQt
Lt “ L

(A58)

Proposition 7 implies two additional, useful results. First, the Leontief-inverse matrix
always exists. Second, one can use the Leontief-inverse to obtain a useful closed-form expression for the demand-independent prices. This is stated formally in the following corollary:
xt pz t qq´1 exists. Moreover,
Corollary 2. For any t, z t the Leontief-inverse matrix pI ´ X
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prices are given uniquely by the following expression:
´
¯´1
xt pz t qT
p t pz t q1
pt pz t q “ I ´ X
L

(A59)

Proof. This follows from the argument in the “Uniqueness” step of the proof of Proposition
7 that any unit-inputs matrix corresponding to non-substitution prices is invertible.
xt , L
p t for X
xt pz t q, L
p t pz t q when z t is fixed. We
Throughout the paper we will write X
x and L
p for the block-diagonal matrices composed of X
x1 and X
x2 , and L
p 1 and L
p2
write X
respectively.
We now proceed to establish that the analysis of equilibrium is well posed by providing
regularity conditions under which equilibria exist. To this end, we assume basic continuity
properties of demand and that household consumption in the first period is bounded away
from fully consuming first period income as income grows large.
Because it does not complicate the analysis, we prove the result when consumption
and second-period labor supply take the general functional forms ctn “ ctn pp, `1n , τn , θn q and
`2n “ `2n pp, `1n , τn , θn q.
Assumption 6. The primitives satisfy the following properties:
1. The consumption and labor functions ctn and `2n are continuous in `1n .
2. For any p, τ, θ: there exists y P R` and c ă 1 such that for all n P N and `1n ą y, we
have that p1 c1n pp, `1n , τn , θn q ď c`1n .
This assumption is extremely mild and satisfied by virtually all standard household problems of which we are aware.51 With this additional structure we are now able to prove the
existence of rationing equilibria for the economy under consideration.
Proposition 8. Under Assumptions 4, 5, and 6, there exists a rationing equilibrium.
Proof. Fix all exogenous parameters. Note that by Proposition 7, prices p1 and p2 are pinned
down by technology and so can be taken as given as well.
First, by Assumption 6 we have the following fact: For any p1 , p2 , τ, θ: there exists some
y P R` and some c ă 1 such that p1 c1n pp, `1n , τn , θn q ď c`1n for all n, `1n ą y.
51
It is easy to see how Assumption 6 holds if households are utility maximizers whose utility functions
satisfy various standard assumptions. Existence and continuity of the consumption and labor functions
follow from continuity and quasiconcavity of utility, and from Berge’s theorem. Satisfying the lifetime budget
constraint follows from non-satiation. Consumption being asymptotically bounded away from first-period
income follows from sufficiently decreasing marginal utility.
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Thus, for any vector of incomes `1 , first period aggregate spending pp1 qT C 1 ` pp1 qT G1 is
bounded above:
(A60)
pp1 qT C 1 ` pp1 qT G1 ď cy ` cµT `1 ` pp1 qT G1
T 1
Since c ă 1, it follows that there exists Y such that if `1 P Y 1 ” t`1 P RN
` | µ ` ď Y u,
then aggregate spending is weakly less than Y ; since all spending flows to wages, i.e. µT `1 “
1T L1 “ pp1 qT pC 1 ` G1 q, aggregate income is also then less than Y . Formally:

´
`
˘¯
p 1 p1 ´ X
x1 q´1 C 1 pp, `1 , τ, θq ` G1 P Y 1
@`1 P Y 1 : R1 L

(A61)

This observation allows us to define a function Ψ : Y 1 Ñ Y 1 given by:
´
`
˘¯
p 1 p1 ´ X
x1 q´1 C 1 pp, `1 , τ, θq ` G1
Ψp`1 q “ R1 L

(A62)

where the previous argument establishes that Ψp`1 q is indeed contained in Y 1 . Moreover,
continuity of C 1 p¨q establishes that Ψ is a continuous function.
Since Ψ is a continuous function on a compact, convex domain, it has a fixed point `1 by
Brouwer’s theorem.
Given this fixed point `1 of Ψ, we can construct a rationing equilibrium as follows: Let pt
be the non-substitution-theorem prices implied by z t . Let ctn and `2n by the relevant functions
taking in prices pt and incomes `1 . Let production in each period be:
xt q´1 pGt ` C t q
Qt “ pI ´ X

(A63)

The definition of the consumption and labor supply functions ensure that household budget
constraints hold. The construction of Qt ensures that each goods market clears. Because
`1 is a fixed point, first period income is consistent with the rationing function and the
first period labor market clears. Finally, the second period labor market clears by Walras’
law.
As we have established conditions under which an equilibrium exists, our analysis of
equilibria is well-posed.

C.2.

Comparative Statics for the Multiplier

We use the structure of the multiplier from Proposition 1 to provide comparative statics
of the multiplier in the various objects that contribute towards it. To this end, define the
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matrix:
´
¯´1
1 p1
x1
M “ C`11 lL
I ´X
1L

(A64)

and assume that all entries of this matrix are non-negative. M serves the role of a generalized
MPC in our multiplier expression. We first consider the effect of arbitrary changes in this
object on the response of value added to an arbitary shock.
Proposition 9. Consider a change in the economy such that M is replaced with M1 “
M ` εE. The effect on dY 1 of this change is given to first order in ε by:
d
dY 1 |ε“0 “ pI ´ Mq´1 EpI ´ Mq´1 BQ1
dε

(A65)

where recall BQ1 generalizes BY 1 to the case with supply shocks (see the beginning of Appendix
A).
Proof. We start from the multiplier derived in Proposition 1:
dY 1 “ pI ´ Mq´1 BQ1

(A66)

d
d
pI ´ Mq´1 |ε“0 BQ1
dY 1 |ε“0 “
dε
dε
“ pI ´ Mq´1 E pI ´ Mq´1 BQ1

(A67)

We then have that:52

Thus, for changes in network structure given by any E, we can compute how the multiplier
from any shock changes.
Corollary 3. Suppose that either (i) all household MPCs increase or (ii) at any firm, the
share of income rationed to some zero-MPC household decreases and the share rationed to
all other households increases. For any BQ1 ě 0, dY 1 increases in all dimensions.
Proof. See in both cases that
result follows immediately.

d
dY 1 |ε“0
dε

“ pI ´ Mq´1 E pI ´ Mq´1 BQ1 , where E ě 0. The

While the general formulae above permit exact computation of the effects on the full
vector of value added, given the potentially unrestricted network structures that we allow,
it is hard to draw qualitative conclusions. For the remainder of this analysis, we report
`
˘
This uses the standard formula from matrix calculus that B A´1 “ ´A´1 BAA´1 , taking A “ I ´ M,
and noting that BA “ ´E.
52
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comparative statics of total value added in the empirically relevant case where there exists
some reference incidence h˚ around which the bias and homophily effects are zero for all
possible Bh1 . In this case, the proof of Proposition 3 shows that the total effect of a purchases
shock on output is
´
¯´1
T
1
1 p1
1
x
1 dY 9 mR 1 L I ´ X
BG1
(A68)
L

It is then immediate that a rationing matrix that places higher entries on higher MPC
households increases the output effect of any uniformly positive or negative shock. A more
interesting result is shown in the following proposition, which establishes that adding IO
linkages to an economy without them leads to a contraction in the range of output multipliers
across sectors:
Proposition 10. Consider two economies in which the bias and homophily effects are zero
for all possible shocks and that are identical except that one features no input-output linkages
x1 “ 0 and the other has some arbitrary input output matrix X
x11 . The maximum purchases
X
multiplier in the first economy is larger than the maximum purchases multiplier in the second
economy and the minimum purchases multiplier is smaller in the first economy than the
minimum purchases multiplier in the second economy.
Proof. The maximum purchases multiplier in the first economy is given (up to constants
irrelevant for this comparison) by the following:
1
T
1
max 1T mRL
1 ei “ maxp1 mRL1 qi
iPI

(A69)

iPI

where ei is the vector with one in dimension i and zeros elsewhere. In the second economy,
see that the maximum purchases multiplier is given by:
´
¯´1
¯´1
`
˘ 1´
1 p1
1
x1
p I ´X
x1
max 1T mRL
I ´X
ei “ max 1T mRL
1L
1 L
iPI

iPI

(A70)

.,i

´
¯´1
1
1
p
x
As production is CRS, recall by Corollary 2 that the columns of L I ´ X
sum to one.
T
1
Thus, the maximum multiplier is some weighted average of the elements of 1 mRL
1 . The
1
value of which is necessarily bounded above by the maximum element of 1T mRL
1 , which
is the maximum purchases multiplier in the first economy. The proof the the minimum
purchases multiplier is smaller in the first economy than the minimum purchases multiplier
in the second economy follows the same argument, where we instead note that the weighted
average is necessarily bounded below by the minimum.
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C.3.

Special Cases Where Incidence, Bias, and/or Homophily Effects in
Propagation Vanish

In the main text, we briefly discussed two important cases where some or all of the
incidence, bias, and homophily effects in shock propagation vanish. Here, we state and more
formally discuss these results.
Proposition 11. The following statements are true:
1. (No incidence or bias effects) Suppose that consumption preferences and labor rationing
are homothetic, that no households are net borrowers in period 1, and that there are
no government purchases.53 Then, for either (a) unit-magnitude GDP-proportional,
first-period government purchase or (b) a unit-magnitude, labor-supply-proportional,
first-period transfer the incidence and bias effects are zero, so that we have:

1T dY 1 “1T dG1 `

˜

1
1 ´ Eµ`1 rmn s

¸

next
Eµ`1 rmn s ` Cov
µ`1 rmn , mn s
loooooooooomoooooooooon

` O3 p|m|q

Homophily effect

(A71)
where µ is the diagonal matrix of type weights and µ`1 is the vector of total first-period
labor supply by each demographic group.
2. (No incidence, bias, or homophily effects) Suppose that all industries have a common
rationing-weighted average MPC, m.54 Then the incidence, bias, and homophily effects
are zero, the change in GDP corresponding to any change in government purchases is:

1T dY 1 “

1
1T dG1
1´m

(A72)

Proof. We prove the two claims separately:
1. Since Bh1 9`1 , there is no incidence effect. It remains to show there is no bias effect,
and so suffices to show that Eµ`1 rmnext
´ mn s “ mT Gµ`1 ´ mT µ`1 “ 0. So it suffices
n
to show Gµ`1 “ µ`1 .
´
¯´1
p1 I ´ X
x1
p 1 µ`1 . Since
Plugging in the definition of G, we have Gµ`1 “ R1 1 L
C
L

each household saves zero on net, `1 is equal to total spending. Homotheticity of
53

By homothetic labor rationing, we mean that marginal and average rationing of income are equal, i.e.
1
1
µ`1 “ RL
1L .
ř
54
1
Formally,
pRL
1 qni mn “ m for all i.
nPN
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p 1 µ`1 , then, is the vector of total consumption of goods;
consumption implies that C
since there are no government purchases, this equals aggregate´ output ¯net of inputs,
´1
p1 I ´ X
x1
i.e. Y 1 . Finally, homotheticity of rationing implies that R1 1 L
Y 1 “ µ`1 .
L

p 1 m “ C 11 that for any shock
2. To begin, recall from Proposition 1 and the definition C
`
to first-period government purchases we have
´

p 1 pI ´ X
x1 q´1
1T dY 1 “ 1T I ´ C`11 RL1 1 L

¯´1

dG1 “

8
ÿ

´

p 1 pI ´ X
x1 q´1
1T C`11 RL1 1 L

¯k

k“0
8
ÿ

“
k“0

1

k T

m

dG1
(A73)

1
dG “
1T dG1
1´m
1

¯
´
1 p1
1 ´1
1
x
“ m1T . It
where the last line follows from the fact that 1 C`1 RL1 L pI ´ X q
remains to show that this fact follows from the conditions provided in the statement
of the Proposition. Namely, we must show that
T

1T C`11 RL1 1 “ m1T

ùñ

p 1 pI ´ X
x1 q´1 “ m1T
1T C`11 RL1 1 L

(A74)

This is immediate from the transpose of the no-profit condition
x1 qT q´1 L
p 1 1,
p1 “ pI ´ pX

(A75)

and our normalization p “ 1.

The first part of the proposition shows how, even in a “homothetic economy,” heterogeneity in household consumption baskets and sectoral employment can generate additional
amplification through homophily. This happens even at the same time as – for a GDPproportional shock – homotheticity eliminates the incidence and bias effects by ensuring
that shock incidence is proportional to household income and that each household’s marginal
consumption is proportional to its initial consumption, so that the income-weighted average
of marginal consumption is proportional to the GDP vector. Still, when households with
different MPCs direct their spending toward different goods, the households employed to
produce the goods consumed by higher-MPC households experience a greater change in income – not from the initial, uniform shock, but from the economy’s response to it. Insofar
as these households have different MPCs from the average, homophily is still possible. This
mechanism generates non-neutrality for the multiplier, even if the economy and the shock
considered are “neutral” in all other aspects. Aggregate neutrality requires (to third order
in MPCs) that the economy feature exactly zero correlation between households’ MPCs and
23

the MPCs of the households they spend on.
The second part of the proposition imposes that each firm’s marginal employees have
the same average MPC as one another. This eliminates the incidence, bias, and homophily
effects, leaving only the classical Keynesian multiplier. That is, wherever in the economy
a purchases shock is directed, and however it spreads through directed consumption and
the IO network, the change in aggregate consumption generated by the reduction in firm
revenue is the same. Of course, a particular special case that satisfies these conditions is
1
when there is a single good and a single household (in which case RL
1 “ 1). Note that even
when the traditional Keynesian multiplier obtains, the aggregate MPC need not equal either
the average MPC or the income-weighted MPC of the population; this is the case only when
each firm’s marginal employees have the population average MPC.

C.4.

Optimal Policy at a Global Optimum

In the main text, we focused primarily on small changes in welfare corresponding to small
changes in policy and without intrinsic value of government purchases. In this section, we
specialize to the case of small changes in policy at an optimum where households may also
value government purchases. To do so, we consider the following planner’s problem: The
full version of the planner’s problem, Equation 19, is
max
t

tctni ,`tn ,Qti ,Gi ,τnt utPt1,2u,nPN,iPI

W ”

ÿ

µn λn

nPN

ÿ

”
ı
βnt´1 utn pc̃1 q ´ vnt p`˜t q ` wnt pGt q

t“1,2

s.t. pc1n , c2n , `2n q solves Equation 3’ given `1n
xt Qt ` Gt
Qt “ µT ct ` X

(A76)

p 1 Q1 q, µT `2 “ 1T L
p 2 Q2
µ`1 “ R1 pL

1T G1 `

1T G2
1`r

“ µT τ 1 `

µT τ 2
1`r

Our first result decomposes the first-order condition for optimal government purchases
and transfers into five distinct mechanisms. This is closely related to Proposition 3 in the
main text, which considers the change in welfare away from the global optimum.
Proposition 12. Suppose taxes τ 1˚ , τ 2˚ and purchases G1˚ , G2˚ solve the planner’s problem.
Now consider a change in policy τ t “ τ t˚ ` ετεt , Gt “ Gt˚ ` εGtε , indexed by ε. The following
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first-order condition holds:
¯
´
rT µpI ´ φqW T P 2 ´ γ 1T G2
´
¯
λ
ε
rT µW T P 1 ´ pγ 1T ` λ
rT ∆Γ1 q G1 `
0“ λ
ε
1`r
looooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooon loooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooon
Opportunistic government purchases

ˆ

τε2

Short-termist government purchases
2
rT φµτε

˙

r ´ γ 1qT µ τ 1 `
´ pλ
ε
1`r
looooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooon

`λ
1`r
looooomooooon

(A77)

Relaxation of borrowing constraints

Pure redistribution

˙
1φn “0 µτε2
´ λ ∆Γ I ´
Γ
´
´
1`r
loooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
ˆ

rT

1

`

˘´1
C`11 Γ1

C`11

1

G1ε

µτε1

Keynesian stimulus (alleviation of involuntary unemployment)

´
¯´1
1 p1
x1
I ´X
where γ is the marginal value of public funds, Γ1 ” RL
, µ, φ, and ∆ are
1L
the diagonal matrices of type weights, borrowing wedges, and labor wedges, respectively.
Proof. The planner takes prices and the interest rate as given. Goods and labor market
clearing and first-period rationing determine the change in first-period employment as a
function of G1ε and τε1 . We are left with the following first-order condition:

„
1T G2ε
µT τε2
T 1
T 1
´ 1 Gε ´
0 “ dW ` γ µ τε `
1`r
1`r

(A78)

where dW is as in Equation A13. This gives an expression for the change in welfare in terms
of τε , Gε , and `1ε , the change in first-period employment. By Equation 8, µ`1ε “ Γ1 pI ´
´
¯´1
p1 I ´ X
x1
C 11 Γ1 q´1 BY 1 , where Γ1 ” R1 1 L
and BY 1 “ G1 ´ C 11 µτ 1 ` C 12 µτ 2 .55 For
`

ε

L

`

ε

τ

ε

Cτ12

borrowing-constrained households,
“ 0; they would already like to substitute additional
consumption toward the first period but are constrained not to do so. Other households are
Ricardian, implying (since preferences are additively spearable in consumption and labor)
C 11

`
that Cτ12 “ ´ 1`r
. Plugging in for dW , and using matrix notation, we have

«

ˆ
ˆ
˙˙ ˆ
˙
1φn “0 τε2
µpI ´ φqτε2
T
1
1 1 ´1
1
1
1
1
r
0 “ λ ´ ∆Γ pI ´ C`1 Γ q
Gε ´ C`1 µ τε `
´ µτε `
1`r
1`r
ff
˙
ˆ
ˆ
˙
WTP2 2
µT τε2
1T G2ε
` µW T P 1 G1ε ` µpI ´ φq
Gε
` γ µT τε1 `
´ 1T G1ε ´
1`r
1`r
1`r
55

(A79)

Here we have used that since preferences are additively separable in consumption and labor, each household’s MPCs out of labor and transfer income are the same.
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Now, observe that the term on the first line can be rewritten:
¸ˆ
˜
ˆ
˙˙
˙˙
8
2
ÿ
1φn “0 τε2
1
τ
φ
“0
ε
n
1 1 k
1
1
1
1
1 1 ´1
1
1
1
1
pC`1 Γ q
Gε ´ C`1 µ τε `
Γ pI ´ C`1 Γ q
Gε ´ C`1 µ τε `
“Γ
1`r
1`r
k“0
˜
¸
¸
˜
¸
˜
ˆ
˙
8
8
ÿ
ÿ
1φ “0 τε2
“Γ1 G1ε `
pC`11 Γ1 qk C`11 µ τε1 ` n
pC`11 Γ1 qk C`11 Γ1 G1ε ´ Γ1
1`r
k“0
k“0
ˆ
˙
2
˘´1 1
`
1φ “0 τε
C`1 Γ1 G1ε ´ µτε1 ´ µ n
“Γ1 G1ε ` Γ1 I ´ C`11 Γ1
1`r
(A80)
ˆ

ˆ

Substituting this back in and rearranging, we obtain Equation A77.
The opportunistic government purchases term is as in Werning (2011) and Baqaee (2015).
It augments the standard first-order condition for government purchases with a labor-wedge
term, reflecting the fact that the social cost of additional government purchases is lower
than the market cost when they are produced using underemployed labor. The second term
is also an augmented version of the standard expression for government purchases—this
time in the second period. The borrowing wedge reflects the fact that households with
binding borrowing constraints implicitly discount the future at a higher-than-market rate;
the planner must account for this when deciding whether to make purchases on their behalf.
The third term of Equation A77 is a standard, pure redistribution term, weighing the
private benefits of transfers against the social cost (the MVPF). The fourth term augments
this, when there are borrowing constraints. In particular, taxes in the second period are less
costly to borrowing-constrained households since they discount the future more heavily than
the market rate indicates.
Finally, the last line captures the value of stimulus brought on by changes in income—
those corresponding to pure income transfers via taxes and labor market income earned by
employees producing government purchases.56

C.5.

Evaluating Optimality of Fiscal Policy

We now use Proposition 12 to more fully characterize optimal fiscal policies in two benchmark cases where the planner’s indifference between transfers to each household and/or purchases in each sector leads to optimality conditions that can be evaluated without knowledge
of the rich interconnections between households.
Proposition 13. The following two statements are true:
56

If second period purchases are held constant, then the net income transfer is zero, i.e. this term operates
solely through redistribution to different households (who may spend differently).
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1. (Optimal transfer policy) Suppose that the marginal social dis-utility of labor supply
is constant across all households rationed to on the margin at the optimum.57 Then
dW “ 0 with respect to marginal changes in first-period transfers if and only if, for all
n P N,
ˆ
˙
mn
r
γ “ λn 1 `
p´∆n q
(A81)
1 ´ mn
where γ is the marginal value of public funds.
2. (Optimal purchases policy) Suppose that the social gains from first-period government
purchases are equal to some ṽ across all goods and constraints bounding purchases
above zero do not bind. Then dW “ 0 with respect to marginal changes in first-period
purchases if and only if, for all i P I,
1 ´ Ă ¯
´λ∆i
γ “ ṽ `
ri
1´m

(A82)

Ăi
where m
r i is the rationing-weighted average MPC in the production of good i and λ∆
is the rationing-and-welfare-weighted average rationing wedge in the production of good
i.58
Proof. We first prove the result for first-period transfers. At any optimum, we know that
Equation A77 must hold for all policy variations τε1 P RN that only vary first-period transfers,
keeping other instruments fixed. Taking τε1 “ en , the nth basis vector, we see that:
´
¯T ´
¯
`
˘
T
T
1
1 1 ´1
1
r
r
λ ´ γ 1 “ λ ∆Γ I ´ C`1 Γ
C `1
n

(A83)

n

Stacking these equations over n, we obtain:
´
¯T
`
˘
r
rT ∆Γ1 I ´ C 11 Γ1 ´1 C 11
λ ´ γ1 “ λ
`
`

(A84)

Since ten u is a basis and Equation A77 is linear, this equation fully encompasses the optimality condition of Proposition 12 with respect to first period transfers.
We can simplify this system of equations. First, see that:
1

Γ pI ´

C`11 Γ1 q´1 C`11

8
ÿ

“

Γ

1

k“0

pC`11 Γ1 qk C`11

8
ÿ

“

Γ1 C`11

k“1

”
ı
´
¯´1
rn p1 ` ∆n q “ const, where Γ1 ” l1 L
p1 I ´ X
x1
Formally, if Γ1 C`11
‰ ~0 then λ
.
L
n,0
´
¯
`
˘
58
rT ∆Γ1 .
Ăi ” λ
r i ” mT Γ1 i and λ∆
Formally, m
57

i
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(A85)

rT ∆ to both sides of Equation A84, we therefore obtain:
Adding λ
´
¯
´
¯`
`
˘
˘
rT pI ` ∆q ´ γ 1T “ λ
rT ∆ I ´ Γ1 C 11 ´1 ùñ λ
rT pI ` ∆q ´ γ 1T I ´ Γ1 C 11 “ λ
rT ∆
λ
`
`
(A86)

p 1 m. Recognizing that all columns of the spending-to-income maNow, express Γ1 C`11 “ Γ1 C
p 1 sum to one, as total spending is equal to total factor income, and—by assumption—
trix Γ1 C
rn p1 ` ∆n q is constant across all households n except for those for which the nth row
that λ
of Γ1 C`11 is zero, (A86) can be rewritten as:
¯
´
T
T
r
rT ∆
λ pI ` ∆q ´ γ 1 pI ´ mq “ λ

(A87)

We therefore have all, for all n, that
1 r
rn p1 ` ∆n q ´ γ “
λn
λ
1 ´ mn

ˆ
ùñ

rn
γ“λ

˙
mn
p´∆n q
1`
1 ` mn

(A88)

We prove the result for first-period government purchases in an analogous way. To begin,
consider Equation A77 for policy variations G1ε P RI that only vary first period purchases.
Again considering each basis vector of RI and stacking we obtain:
rT W T P 1 ´ pγ 1T ` λ
rT ∆Γ1 q ´ λ
rT ∆Γ1 pI ´ C 11 Γ1 q´1 C 11 Γ1
0“λ
`
`

(A89)

This can be rewritten as:
rT W T P 1 ´ γ 1T “ λ
rT ∆Γ1 pI ´ C 11 Γ1 q´1
λ
`

(A90)

From the assumption that the social gains from government purchases equal ṽ, we have that
rT W T P 1 “ ṽ 1T . Moreover, by definition λ∆
ĂT “ λ
rT ∆Γ1 . Hence (A90) can be rewritten
λ
as
`
˘
Ă T I ´ C 11 Γ1 ´1
ṽ 1T ´ γ 1T “ λ∆
(A91)
`
`
˘
r i ” mT Γ1 i to be the rationing-weighted average MPC in the production
Next, define m
Ă be the corresponding matrix with m
r on the diagonal. Moreover, define
of good i and let m
1 1
r i to be the average direction of consumption of workers producing i,
C ji ” pC`1 Γ qji {m
weighted by their MPC and marginal rationing in i’s production.59 Crucially, note that
59

For any i with m̃i “ 0, define C ji in any way satisfying

ř
j
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C ji “ 1.

Ă:
CĂ
m “ C`11 Γ1 by construction and that 1T CĂ
m “ 1T m
rT
m “ 1T C`11 Γ1 “ mT Γ1 “ m
1T CĂ

(A92)

The first order condition for purchases (A91) is therefore equivalent to:
`
˘
Ă T ðñ γ “ ṽ `
Ăq “ λ∆
pṽ ´ γq1T I ´ C`11 Γ1 “ pṽ ´ γq1T pI ´ m

1
Ă i q @i.
p´λ∆
ri
1´m
(A93)

Proposition 13 says that the planner may verify whether the current policy is optimal
despite having very partial knowledge about the economy. In the transfer case, the planner
rn ), rationing wedges (∆n ), and
only needs information on household level welfare weights (λ
MPCs (mn ) – not the network of marginal spending flows between households. In the
purchases case, the planner needs to know the average MPC and welfare-weighted rationing
wedge by industry; these require knowledge of the rationing function linking output to
incomes, but not the directed consumption matrix.
The main idea underlying Proposition 13 is that—at an optimum—the social value of additional spending by any household is independent of how that spending is directed. This is
clearest in the case of transfers: For any household employed in order to produce marginallydemanded goods, the social value of their employment is equal to the value of a transfer to
that household, less the dis-utility of labor. Since (by assumption) the dis-utility of labor
is constant across households, and since—at an optimum—the value of transfers must also
be constant across households, it follows that the social value of additional employment
is constant across households. Since the planner is indifferent over the direction of household spending, she targets solely based on the magnitude of that spending—i.e. household
MPCs—as well as household welfare weights. A similar argument applies in the case of
government purchases.
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D.

Model Extensions and Results

In this appendix, we extend the baseline model to allow for imperfect competition with
fixed markups (D.1) and many periods (including an infinite horizon) (D.3). We also provide
a version of Proposition 3 on optimal policy with fixed markups (D.2).

D.1.

Imperfect Competition

In this section we show how to incorporate imperfect competition in the form of fixed
markups on marginal costs. Now, instead of each sector being populated by a continuum of
perfectly competitive firms, we suppose that for all i there is a single monopolist producing
pt
Π
each good, charging a fixed markup of 1´Πip t over their marginal cost and making (and
i

Πti

pt
Π
t t 60
i
p t pi Qi .
1´Π
i

Despite this, we argue that a non-substitution theorem
distributing) profits
“
still holds and we can obtain analogous multiplier formulae once we augment labor income
rationing with profit rationing. To do this, we have to slightly modify Assumption 4:
Assumption 7. For each t there exists some pt P RI` and tXit , Lti uiPI such that for all i,
pt
Π
Fit pXit , Lti , zit q ě 1 and p1 ` 1´Πip t qppt Xit ` Lti q ď pti
i

Under this modified assumption, we can state and prove the modified non-substitution
theorem with markups:
p t , there exists a
Proposition 14. Under Assumptions 4, 5, and 7, for a given z t and Π
unique pt consistent with rationing equilibrium, independent of demand.
Proof. We modify the proof of proposition 7 to accommodate markups. Each firm i in period
pt
Π
p t q, where κt is i’s unit cost function
t now sets a price pti “ p1 ` 1´Πip t qκi ppt q “ κi ppt q{p1 ´ Π
i
i
i
in period t. That is, i prices goods as though it were a competitive firm with production
p t qF t pX t , Lt , z t q. Consider now a modified economy without markups and
function p1 ´ Π
i
i
i i
production functions given by the previously-stated markup-adjusted production functions.
Assumption 7 implies that Assumption 4 holds in this modified economy. The result then
follows by application of Proposition 7.
Since, by Proposition 14, prices are exogenous, we may without loss of generality
normal´
¯
pt
pt
Π
Π
p t.
ize them to one. This implies that firms earn profits per unit sold of 1´Πip t { 1 ` 1´Πip t “ Π
i
i

60

i

One microfoundation for constant markups is that industries are comprised of a continuum of firms,
with each other firm’s and household’s demands having the same CES aggregator for these firms’ varieties.
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p t Qt to its shareholders, in close analogy to its payEach firm i and time t therefore pays Π
i i
t t
p
p t Qt on inputs from each other firm j.
ments Li Qi to employees and its expenditures X
ij i
We assume that profits from each firm are distributed to households in each period
t according to an exogenous dividend (a.k.a. profit rationing) function Dt : RI Ñ RN
ř t
ř t t
satisfying
Πi “
D pΠ qn for all π t P RI . We let πnt “ Dt pΠt qn {µn represent each
iPI

nPN

household of type n’s total dividend income in period t. With profits, household income
is comprised of rationed first-period labor income, chosen second-period labor income, and
(not chosen) dividend income in both periods. We therefore allow household consumption
and labor supply functions to depend on πnt directly.
We can now state a profit-inclusive Keynesian cross. The main difference to Proposition 4
comes from the need to account for changes in profits, how these are distributed to households
as dividends, and their directed MPCs out of dividends. A second difference is that the
presence of profits inextricably links the first period to the second – because changes in
future profits affect lifetime incomes, which affect consumption today.
Proposition 15. For any shock inducing a first-period partial equilibrium effect BQ, the
general equilibrium response in production satisfies:
x ` C`1 R1 1 L
p 1 dQ1 ` Cπ DΠ ΠdQ
p
dQ “ XdQ
` BQ
L

(A94)

where Cπ is the matrix of household directed MPCs out of profit income, where DΠ is the
2
1
block diagonal matrix composed of DΠ
1 and DΠ2 – which are each N ˆ I matrices with
t
t
p
p 1 and Π
p2 –
entries DΠ
t pΠ qn – and where Π is the block diagonal matrix composed of Π
i
p t . All quantities are evaluated at the initial
themselves each diagonal matrices with entries Π
i

equilibrium.
Proof. Stacking the vectors that represent periods 1 and 2, we perturb the goods market
equilibrium conditions:
x `X
xz dzQ ` Cp pz dz ` C`1 d`1 ` Cθ dθ ` dG ` Cπ DΠ ΠdQ
p
dQ “ XdQ

(A95)

1 p1
1
1
p1 1
Plugging in for d`1 “ RL
1 L dQ ` RL1 dL Q , we have

x ` C `1 R 1 1 L
p 1 dQ1 ` Cπ DΠ ΠdQ
p
dQ “ XdQ
` BQ
L
xz dzQ ` Cp pz dz ` C`1 R1 1 L
p 1 dzQ1 ` Cτ dτ ` Cθ dθ ` dG.
where here BQ “ X
z
L
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(A96)

D.2.

Optimal Policy with Imperfect Competition

In this section, we extend the optimal policy results of Section 6 to the more general
environment with constant, non-zero markups. We continue to normalize prices pti to one
without loss of generality.
To highlight as clearly as possible the parallels to the case without profits, we make two
important assumptions. First—although in the first period, profit-creation is uninternalized
by households—we assume that the government incentivizes second-period profit-creation
with Pigouvian subsidies funded lump-sum by shareholders.
Assumption 8. There is an ad-valorem subsidy s2i on the purchase of i in the second pep 2 . It is funded directly
riod (for consumption or production), set equal to the profit rate Π
i
2
2
by an additional lump-sum, second-period tax τ̂n defined by µn τ̂n “ µn πn2 “ D2 pΠ2 qn “
D2 pts2i Q2i uiPI qn .
Second, we assume that the MPC out of future profits is zero. This is a rather weak
assumption, as the MPC out of even current capital income is small empirically.
Assumption 9. Cπ12 “ 0.
With these assumptions in mind, we begin by defining the household’s problem. It is
the same as in Equation 3’, except that households now also receive profit income, which
affects their borrowing constraints and budget constraints in the same manner as lump-sum
taxes (but with the opposite sign). Note that this microfoundation implies C`1 “ ´Cτ 1 “
Cπ1 . That is, additional income from rationed, first-period labor has the same effects on
consumption as additional income from first-period transfers and profits.
As in Section 6, we study the policy problem of a fiscal planner. Formally, the planner’s
problem is the same as in Equation A76 except that household behavior solves Equation
3’ with the profit-inclusive budget constraint, and aggregate variables evolve according to
Equation A94.
Our main result considers the change in welfare induced by changes in transfers and
government expenditure, analogously to Proposition 3.
Lemma 2. Under Assumptions 8 and 9, the change in welfare dW due to a small change
in taxes and government expenditure—at a constant interest rate—can be expressed as:
dW “

„
ˆ
˙ ˆ
˙
2
W T Pn2 2
1
1
rn µn ´∆n dl1 ` dπ 1 ´ dτ 1 ` p1 ´ φn q dτn
λ
`
W
T
P
dG
`
p1
´
φ
q
dG
n
n
n
n
n
1 ` r1
1 ` r1
nPN
ÿ

(A97)
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rn is the value the planner places on the marginal transfer of first-period wealth to
where λ
a household of type n, ∆n and φn are n’s implicit first-period labor wedge and borrowing
wedge, and W T Pnt is the vector of n’s marginal willingness to pay for period t government
expenditures on each good, in period t dollars. The changes in first-period employment and
profits are in turn given by
´
¯´1
´
¯´1
1 p1
1 p1
x1
x
µdl1 “ RL
I ´X
dY 1 ,
µdπ 1 “ DΠ
I ´X
dY 1 ,
1L
1Π
ˆ
´
¯´
¯´1 ˙´1
1 p1
1 p1
1
x
dY 1 “ I ´ Cy11 RL
L
Π
BQ1
`
D
I
´
X
1
Π1

(A98)

Proof. We follow the same steps as the proof of Proposition 3 (see Appendix A.3) up to the
substitution of the budget constraint, which now includes profits. With profits, differentiating the household’s lifetime budget constraint (at constant r1 ) gives:
p1 dc1n ´ dln1 ´ dπn1 `

p1 dc2n ´ dln2
dπn2 ´ dτ̂n2 ´ dτn2
1
“
´dτ
`
n
1 ` r1
1 ` r1

(A99)

Note that by construction, dτ̂n2 “ dπn2 . Cancelling these terms and substituting in the
differentiated budget constraint, we have:
«
¸ff
ˆ
˙ ˜ 1
ˆ
˙ 2
` 1 1
˘
wnG
dτn2
1 ´ φn wnG
1
2
1
1
1
1
r
dW “
λn µn ´∆n dln ` φn p dcn ´ dln ` p1 ´ φn q dπn ´ dτn ´
`
dG `
dG
1 ` r1
κ1n
1 ` r1
κ2n
nPN
ÿ

(A100)

For households with non-strictly-binding borrowing constraints, φn “ 0. For households
with φn ą 0, the borrowing constraint s1n “ ln1 ` πn1 ´ τn1 ´ p1 c1n implies p1 dc1n ` dτn1 “
wt
dln1 ` dπn1 . Defining the within-period willingnesses to pay W T Pnt “ κnG
t , we arrive at the
n
final expression:
„
ˆ
˙ ˆ
˙
dτn2
W T Pn2 2
1
1
1
1
1
r
dW “
λn µn ´∆n dln ` dπn ´ dτn ´ p1 ´ φn q
` W T Pn dG ` p1 ´ φn q
dG
1 ` r1
1 ` r1
nPN
ÿ

(A101)

Finally, the expressions for dl, dπ, dY come from rearranging Equation A94 under Assumpx1 qdQ1 .
tion 9 and using dY 1 “ pI ´ X
Studying Equation A97 reveals a key insight: Under Assumptions 8 and 9, the change in
welfare due to a change in taxes and expenditures is the same as in an as-if economy without
profits but where share-holders supply labor with a wedge ´1. This labor supply wedge corresponds to complete under-employment; share-holders—who experience no marginal disutility of holding shares—would continue to be willing to hold shares until profits-per-revenue
reached zero. Just like labor suppliers, share-holders do not choose their income but rather
take it as given.
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One application of this observation is that in the simple case where (i) there is no intrinsic
value of government purchases, (ii) λn is constant across households, (iii) all marginallyemployed households have no disutility of labor (∆n “ ´1), and (iv) there are no bias or
homophily effects, we obtain a tight generalization of the policy result presented in Section
6.2. Formally,
ÿ
dW 9
mn Bh1n
(A102)
nPN

¯´1
´
1
1
1 p1
x
dG1 ´ µdτ 1 . In particular, MPC targeting continues to be
where Bh “ RL1 L I ´ X
optimal in widespread recessions, despite the inclusion of profits.
Inutitively, the assumption that all marginal labor supplies have a labor supply wedge of
´1 matches with the shareholders’ implicit labor supply wedge of ´1: both are indifferent to
supplying more of their factor. Thus, there is zero social cost to any marginal employment,
so the optimal policy maximizes output. As without markups, the output-maximizing policy
targets MPC when bias and homophily effects are absent.

D.3.

Multiple Time Periods

Consider the benchmark model from Section 2, but with many periods. In particular,
suppose that real interest rates are constrained not just for a single period but for all T
time periods, so that we may take them as exogenously fixed at rates rt . Labor is rationed
in periods 1, ..., T ´ 1, whereas in period T , labor is supplied competitively. Household
consumption ctn and final period labor supply `Tn is chosen as a function of preferences, taxes,
and total income in each period in a way that satisfies the dynamic budget constraint:
ÿ

ÿ p t ct ` τ t
`tn
n
ś n
“
1
t
t1
t1 ďt 1 ` r
t1 ďt 1 ` r
tďT

ś
tďT

(A103)

Similarly, lump-sum taxes and spending ttτnt unPN , tGti uiPI utďT satisfy a lifetime budget constraint for the government:
ÿ
nPN

µn

´ÿ
tPT

¯ ÿ
1
1
t
ś
ś
“
pt Gt
1 τn
t
t1
1
`
r
1
`
r
1
1
t ďt
t ďt
tPT

(A104)

At all periods t ď T ´ 1—those in which labor is rationed—and for all n P N , we have
ř
µn `tn “ Rnt pLt q for some period-specific rationing function Rt satisfying
µn Rnt pLt q “
nPN
ř t
Ln .
nPN

Definition 3. (Dynamic rationing equilibrium) A dynamic rationing equilibrium is a profile
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of prices and quantities tpti , `tn , ctn , Lti , Xijt utPt0,...,T u,nPN,i,jPI that satisfies firm optimization (as
in (1)), labor rationing in periods t ď T ´ 1, consumption and final period labor supply
consistent with the Marshallian demands described above, government budget balance, and
goods and labor market clearing.
Under this dynamic equilibrium concept, we obtain an analogous fiscal multiplier to that
of our two period model. This reflects that the non-substitution theorem continues to hold
and all inter-temporal prices are assumed to be constant.
In order to present this result, let us introduce a bit of notation: Since prices are exogenous, normalize the units of all goods so that pti “ 1 for all t ď T , i P I. Below, for any
T -length vector v, we will use the notation v ´T to denote the pT ´ 1q-length pv1 , ..., vT ´1 q. In
`
˘ `
˘
p ´T and X
x´T denote the block-diagonal pT ´1qˆI ˆ pT ´1qˆI
a similar fashion, we let L
matrix comprised of the within-period-t unit labor demand and IO matrices on the tth block.
`
˘ `
˘
´T
RL
pT ´ 1q ˆ N ˆ pT ´ 1q ˆ I matrix corresponding to marginal
´T is the analogous
labor rationing stacked across T ´ 1 periods. Somewhat more interestingly, let m´T denote
`
˘ `
˘
the pT ´ 1q ˆ N ˆ pT ´ 1q ˆ N matrix whose pt, n, t1 , n1 q entry is zero if n ‰ n1 and—if
n “ n1 —is equal to n’s MPC into period t consumption spending out of period t1 income.
`
˘ `
˘
p ´T be the pT ´ 1q ˆ N ˆ pT ´ 1q ˆ I matrix that captures the direction
Finally, let C
of this marginal spending, i.e. the matrix with pt, i, t1 , nq entry equal to the fraction of n’s
period-t1 -income-induced spending into period t that is directed toward good i.
Proposition 16. For any small shock to fiscal policy inducing a partial equilibrium effect
BY ´T in periods 1, ..., T ´ 1, there exists a selection from the equilibrium set such that the
general equilibrium response of 1, ..., T ´ 1 period values added dY ´T is given by:
ˆ
dY

´T

“

p ´T m´T R´T´T L
p ´T
I ´ C
L

´
¯´1 ˙´1
´T
x
I ´X
BY ´T

(A105)

Proof. The proof is directly analogous to that of Proposition 1. One must simply expand
the goods and labor market clearing conditions and rearrange terms.
The presence of many periods with rationing introduces one key qualitative difference:
Shocks can spill over across periods with labor rationing. As a result, it is no longer sufficient
to consider the directed MPC of households; one must work with the directed intertemporal
MPC of households that represents marginal changes in consumption across goods and time.
These intertemporal MPCs are precisely the object of study of Auclert et al. (2018). Indeed,
(A105) coincides with their intertemporal Keynesian cross when there is a single good.
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E.

Measuring Rationing Wedges

In this Appendix, we describe how to recover rationing wedges in the data and how we
estimate the counterfactual welfare effects of fiscal stimulus in the Great Recession. We
present two microfoundations for the same, particularly simple form of the rationing wedge
in terms of the demographic level percentage change in unemployment from before the Great
Recession to during the Great Recession. Namely:
`2n ´ `1n
`2n
loomoon

∆n “

(A106)

Gap in Labor Income

E.1.

Intensive margin microfoundation

Our first microfoundation assumes that all households within each demographic group can
be treated as having the same quantity of labor supply. This is equivalent to the assumption
that all labor supply adjustment happens on the intensive margin (hours worked), and that
workers within any demographic group experience the same change in hours.
We now assume that (i) all households have slack borrowing constraints φn “ 0 and
that (ii) for all households n, βn p1 ` rq “ 1. The latter is empirically justifiable with
standard estimates for discount factors and the real interest rate in the US during the
Great Recession.61 By household optimization, these assumptions imply that second period
labor disutility and first-period consumption utility are related, for any goods it consumed
positively by n at t
vn21 pln2 q “ u2ni2 pc2n q “ u1ni1 pc1n q
(A107)
Each household n’s first-period labor wedge ∆n therefore satisfies:
∆n “

vn1 1 p`1n q
´1
vn2 1 p`2n q

(A108)

Finally, we follow a standard calibration that assumes labor disutility is quadratic. In this
case, the rationing wedge is the percentage gap in labor supply from the steady state:
∆n “

ln1 ´ ln2
.
ln2

61

(A109)

Alternatively, it follows exactly from (i) and the inter-temporal Euler equation when in the special case
where consumption utility is linear.
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E.2.

Extensive margin microfoundation

Our second microfoundation focuses on the polar case in which, before a change in government purchases, all households within a demographic group are either fully employed or
fully unemployed. Each household of type n supplies labor inelastically up to some level `˜n
after which their marginal dis-utility of labor supply sharply—but continuously—increases,
so that they always supply close to `˜n in equilibrium.
At the initial equilibrium, a total mass ζn ď µn of type-n households are employed
at the efficient level in the initial equilibrium; the remainder are unemployed. This implies
that initially employed households supply « `˜n in both periods, whereas initially unemployed
households supply 0 in the first period and « `˜n in the second period. Total first- and secondperiod labor supplies by group n are therefore approximately `1n « ζn µn `˜n and `2n « µn `˜n ,
respectively.62
Now consider a change in labor demand. We assume that – within each demographic
group – each firm rations the same expected amount of marginal labor to each worker.
However, in the case of employed workers, they do this by rationing infinitesimally more
labor to a continuum of workers, whereas in the case of unemployed workers, they do this
by hiring workers at their efficient level of labor supply. The former has only second-order
welfare consequences. The latter increases welfare by
rn ”
∆

max

τn
1 ` ln
1T c1 ` 11`rc `τn1 ` 1`r
ďln
1`r
1 ´1T c1 ´τ 1 ěs
ln
n
n
n
T 2

´

2

max

2

τn
ln
ď 1`r
1T c1 ` 11`rc `τn1 ` 1`r
´1T c1n ´τn1 ěsn
T 2

2

2

“
‰
u1n pc1 q ´ vn1 pln1 q ` βn u2n pc2 q ` vn2 pln2 q
“
‰
u1n pc1 q ´ vn1 p0q ` βn u2n pc2 q ` vn2 pln2 q

(A110)

r n is constant across n and normalize it to 1.
per newly employed worker. We assume ∆
rn .
r n as embedded through differences in λ
Alternatively, one may think of differences in ∆
Finally, note that the fraction of the fn -sized subgroup which is initially unemployed –
r n if employed – is equal to
and therefore experiences the welfare gain ∆
µn ´ ζn
pµn ´ ζn qln˚
ln2 ´ ln1
“
«
µn
µn ln˚
ln2

(A111)

The average rationing wedge among type ns, and – since labor is rationed to each member
62

These approximations are exact in the limit where labor disutility is kinked at `˜n .
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equally – the appropriate aggregate rationing wedge for type ns is therefore
∆n «

E.3.

ln2 ´ ln1
ln2

(A112)

Estimation

For our Great Recession analysis, we compute labor wedges in the ACS by taking the
percentage change in labor hours worked from 2005-06 to 2009-10 in each of our state-bydemographic bins. When there are no observations in any given bin, we assume that the
change in labor hours is given by the state-level average.
For robustness, we compute a version of the state-by-demographic level rationing wedge
by imposing that each demographic group’s rationing wedge is the change in hours for that
demographic group nationwide compared to the average multiplied by the average change
in hours across demographics at the state level. The results are very similar, with the R2
of multipliers and labor wedges in explaining welfare changes dropping slightly to 54% from
78%.
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F.

Validating the Model

The model that we develop and estimate in this paper makes stark predictions about the
propagation of industry- and region-specific shocks. In this section, we attempt to empirically
validate those quantitative predictions. Letting T be the S ˆ pS ˆ Iq matrix that adds all
changes in value added within states, note that Proposition 1 provides an expression for
changes in state-level total value added dY S1 :
ˆ
dY

S1

“T

p 1 m R1 1 L
p1
I ´ C
L

´
¯´1 ˙´1
1
x
I ´X
BQ1 ” M BQ1

(A113)

where recall BQ1 generalizes BY 1 to the case with supply shocks.
Any identified partial equilibrium shock V will be some component of the many partial
equilibrium shocks hitting the economy, which we can express as BQ1 “ V 1 ` U 1 , where U
is the partial equilibrium effect on demand of the unobserved shocks hitting the economy.
Plugging this in, we arrive at the foundation for our estimating equation:
dYtS “ M pVt ` Ut q “ βM Vt ` i,t

(A114)

where Vt is the vector of identified industry-by-region shocks and M is our estimated generalized multiplier. The strict prediction of our model is that β “ 1, meaning that we have
perfectly predicted the heterogeneous effects of the shocks on value added growth. Note that
the matrix M includes not only heterogeneity in the response to a shock in one’s own market, but also how each market will respond to other markets through spillovers arising from
spending network effects. Therefore, in addition to testing β “ 1, we also test separately
for the existence of spillovers of the nature predicted by the model. More specifically, we
consider the following regression:
dYtS “ M pVt ` Ut q “ α0 pMdiag q Vt ` α1 pMof f diag q Vt ` i,t

(A115)

where Mdiag is the matrix obtained by using only the diagonal elements of the income
p 1 mR1 1 L
p 1 pI ´ X
x1 q´1 q´1 in (A113) and Mof f diag is is the matrix obtained
multiplier pI ´ C
L
by using only its off-diagonal elements. α0 measures the degree to which M accurately
captures the direct effect of a shock and the within-state multiplier and α1 measures the
degree to which the model accurately captures the nature of the spillovers across regions and
industries.
In the following section, we use identified shocks for the demand shock Vt from state-level
military spending shocks from Nakamura and Steinsson (2014). Of course, bringing this to
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the data presents several identification challenges particular to the shock in question. We
address the challenges particular to the shock below by slightly modifying Equation A114
to fit its particular setting.

F.1.

Government Purchase Shocks from Nakamura and Steinsson (2014)

We now consider the local government purchases shock developed by Nakamura and
Steinsson (2014) to estimate the local purchases multiplier. We refer the reader to that paper
for the details on the construction of the shock. We closely follow their original specification,
using data on US states from 1966-2006. We restrict our attention to variation across states
and our dependent variable is the 2-year change in state GDP per capita, divided by the level
of state GDP lagged 2 periods. The state spending shock is the 2-year change in predicted
GDP effects of military spending per capita Vt , also divided by the level of state GDP ys,t
lagged 2 periods. Specifically, we run the following regression
pM Vt qs ´ pM Vt´2 qs
ys,t ´ ys,t´2
“β
` γs ` γt ` es,t
ys,t´2
ys,t´2

(A116)

where γs and γy are state and year fixed effects, respectively. The central concern is that
military spending is not random and may be directed towards states based on their economic
performance. Therefore, we follow Nakamura and Steinsson (2014) and instrument the
state changes in spending with state dummies interacted with national changes in military
spending. Table A1 shows the results. First, Column 1 shows the replication of the result
in Nakamura and Steinsson (2014), which is the equivalent of imposing that M “ T (call
this M1 ). Column 2 shows the estimate of Equation A116. The estimates are noisy, but
two small pieces of evidence suggest that including the multiplier provides a better fit for
the data than the simple specification. First, while we cannot reject that the estimated
coefficient β in either the M1 V or M V specification is 1, βM V is closer to 1 than is βM1 V ,
suggesting that the heterogeneity embedded in M is getting us closer to capturing all of the
variation in the data. Second, the R-squared in Column 2 is slightly higher than that in
Column 1. However, the estimates are noisy and largely inconclusive.
The remaining columns of Table A1 show the estimates separating the own and spillover
effects as in Equation A115. A finding that the coefficient on the spillover term was positive
and close to 1 would suggest that our measure was accurately picking up the experienced
spillovers. However, the estimates are also too noisy to be conclusive.
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Baseline

State Spending (M1 V q

Robustness
No State FE

post-1980

post-1990

1.251˚˚˚
(0.355)
-0.145
(3.367)

1.166˚˚˚
(0.309)
0.496
(3.242)

1.569˚˚
(0.611)
-7.112
(5.443)

0.657
(0.908)
-8.899
(9.385)

1989
0.316

1989
0.309

1377
0.305

867
0.308

1.474˚˚˚
(0.373)
1.189˚˚˚
(0.299)

Model Prediction (MV)
Model Prediction (Mdiag V q
Model Prediction (Mof f diag V q
Constant

Observations
R-Squared

1989
0.316

1989
0.319

Table A1: Reduced Form Validation: Government Spending from Nakamura and Steinsson
(2014)
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Additional Tables and Figures
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Fig. A1. Heterogeneity in estimated MPCs for total consumption across demographic groups.
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Fig. A2. Estimated Directed MPCs Vs. CEX basket-weighted MPCs
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Fig. A3. Earnings elasticity to GDP shocks scattered against estimated MPC. See Patterson (2019) for
more details.
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Fig. A4. Histograms of the bias term (left) and homophily term (middle) and overall error terms (right)
from the decomposition in Proposition 2. For all subfigures, the distribution reflects a unit demand shock to
each of the 2805 sector-region pairs, with baseline h˚ given by the income incidence of a shock to demand
proportional to 2012 state-industry GDP.
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Fig. A5. The left panel shows the scatter plot of worker MPCs against the basket-weighted labor share
of the sectors on which they consume. The right panel shows a scatter plot of worker MPCs against the
basket-weighted MPCs of the labor employed in the sectors producing the goods they ultimately consume.
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(b) Rationing Wedge
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Fig. A6. Left panel: The x-axis gives the purchases multiplier for a dollar of government purchases targeting
each of the 2805 state-industry pairs. The y-axis gives the estimated welfare effect of a dollar of government
purchases targeting each of the 2805 state-industry pairs using rationing wedges from the Great Recession.
Right panel: The x-axis gives the population-weighted Great Recession rationing wedge of employees in each
of the 2805 state-industry pairs. The y-axis gives the estimated welfare effect of a dollar of government
purchases targeting each of the 2805 state-industry pairs using rationing wedges from the Great Recession.

Homophily and Bias under Alternative Specifications
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Fig. A7. Scatter plot of bias and homophily for a GDP-proportional shock in 16 alternative models where
we compare all combinations of the modifications described in Section 5.2.2. These modifications adopt
extreme alternative assumptions on regional trade, the input-output network, consumption heterogeneity,
and income rationing. The orange dot corresponds to the baseline model. Here, the reference incidence h˚
is that induced by a GDP-proportional shock.
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Purchases multipliers of true vs. no-directed-MPC model
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Fig. A8. Scatter plot of purchases multipliers for each of the 2805 industry-region pairs in the baseline
model (x-axis) and the model in which all households have homogeneous consumption baskets in proportion
to aggregate consumption (y-axis).
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Fig. A9. Maximum and minimum consumption basket weights across all demographic groups in each CEX
consumption category.
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Histogram: share of consumer demand reaching local labor
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Fig. A10. Histogram of the fraction of consumer demand resulting in income for labor within the same
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state for each state-demographic pair.
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Fig. A11. Left Panel: Scatter plot of the change in GDP for each industry-region pair according to a one
dollar demand shock in each pair against the share of income from production that goes directly to labor
(as opposed to capital, foreigners, or inputs). Right Pannel: Scatter plot of the change in GDP for each
industry-region pair according to a one dollar demand shock in each pair against the ultimate labor share
accounting for labor employed in the production of intermediates.
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Fig. A12. Sorted change in GDP for each industry-region pair according to a one dollar demand shock in
each pair. Full model is the baseline. Uniform rationing corresponds to all households’ labor income being
scaled in proportion to their labor income.
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Fig. A13. Scatter plot of the change in GDP for each industry-region pair according to a one dollar demand
shock in each pair. Full model is the baseline. Uniform rationing corresponds to all households’ labor income
being scaled in proportion to their income.
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Fig. A14. Changes in state GDP per capita following a uniform $1-per-capita transfer shock to households
in Texas (left panel) and Michigan (right panel).

Fig. A15. Changes in state GDP following a GDP-proportional $1 purchases shock to Texas (left panel)
and Michigan (right panel).
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Fig. A16. Income-weighted average MPC by state.
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Fig. A17. Scatter plot of purchases multipliers for each of the 2805 industry-region pairs in the baseline

model (x-axis) and the model in which there is no intermediate goods use by firms (y-axis).
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Fig. A18. ´Multipliers for ¯state-level and industry level shocks. Formally, we take the shock for each state
y

, where yrj is BEA gross output for sector j in state r and each industry j as
r as BQr “ Irs “ rs ř sjyrk
sj
¯k
´
. That is, we marginalize across each dimension according to value added shares.
BQj “ Irk “ js řyrk
ysj
s

rk
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Fig. A19. Multipliers for state-level and demographic level transfers shocks. Formally, for the state-level
shock, we transfer each state one dollar, in proportion to the demographic composition of that state. For the
demographic-level shock, we transfer each demographic group one dollar, in proportion to the distribution
of that demographic across states.
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State x industry purchases multipliers, 2000 vs. 2012
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Fig. A20. Left Panel: Labor shares of revenue, by industry, in 2000 vs. 2012. Most industries experience a
modest decline in labor share. The most dramatic decline is in the sector labelled “data processing, internet
publishing, and other information services.” The most dramatic increase is in the sector labelled “apparel
and leather and allied products.” Right Panel: Scatter plot of purchases multipliers in 2000 vs. 2012, by
state-industry pair
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Fig. A21. Scatter plot of MPC vs. income for each age-sex-race demographic group.
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